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CAMPUS LEADERSHIP — Psychologist Beach:—Continued from Page 1 —

the campusST X
consider leadership subjectively sion the answers given to these 
rather than objectively as had questions were discussed at some 
occurred Friday evening. He then length, 
requested them to portray their 
ideas by means of a skit, draw, 
ings, or in any other way they 
wished. The students termed this

Human behaviour 
is it predictable ?

. (

t
Before leaving on Sunday each 

person was asked to submit a 
written report to Fr. Trivett 
on what he had learned and what 

, he felt the others had learned
scheduled it for Saturday eve- during the weekend. These
nin£* will be returned to the

Interest waned, however, and owners in several days time so 
“The Happening” was dropped, they may determine whether their 
Instead, the students were divided impressions have changed. This 
into three groups. Each group retreat was intended as an ex- 
was given a topic to discuss périment to determine whether 
before the others. such an informal type of semin-

After observing the groups ar would be useful at Dalhousie. 
everyone answered in writing the 
questions . “Had a leader emerg
ed in each group?”; “If so, why?” to be that a good deal had been 
During the Sunday afternoon ses- accomplished.

• • •

Approve test for 
dental applicants

project “The Happening” and

.

When a tornado struck Wor
cester, Mass., in 1953, no prior 
warning was issued by the Boston 
Weather Bureau, partly because 
officials there did not believe 
in the likelihood of a tornado 
in that part of the country; they 
tended to question their scientific 
information, to perceive that the 
weather around them wasn’t so 
bad, and to be hesitant about 
using the word “tornado” be
cause of the fear that the public 
might well panic.

Wives whose husbands or near
relatives were not in the mine 
at the time of the Springhill 
“bump” did not interpret the 
heavy ground tremor as a bump, 
whereas nearly all of those who 
had a husband or a brother in 
the mine, immediately thought 
the mine had been devastated.

These are but two examples 
of human behaviour and its pre
dictability in time of disaster. 
According to Dr. H.D. Beach, 
professor of psychology at Dal
housie University, behaviour is 
reasonably predictable.

Whether it is that of braking 
at a stop light, turning up for 
work at a given hour, a mother’s 
response to her injured child, 
or the shock reaction to impact 
of a disaster, behaviour is pre
dictable in terms of internal and 
external conditions which pro
duce and maintin it.
“Assuming that we can antici

pate the conditions, then we can

generally predict what people 
will do, and we can often alter 
the conditions ahead of time and 
so provide for a different kind 
of response.

“Furthermore, human behav
iour is acquired or learned, so 
that feelings, thoughts, and action 
responses can be modified to 
meet new situations,” said Dr. 
Beach.

Dr. Beach, who delivered at 
the first senior officers’ briefing 
on emergency planning conducted 
by the Emergency Measures Or
ganization, a comprehensive 
paper on human behaviour and its 
management in time of disaster, 
said that fortunately today there 
was a small body of systematic 
research on such behaviour.

One of the first formal in
vestigations, he recalled, was 
by Professor Samuel Prince, who 
studied conditions after the Hali
fax Explosion in 1917.

Dr. Beach said that a disaster 
could be divided into time phases: 
pre-disaster period, warning pe
riod (alert, then threat), impact, 
emergency (isolation, then as
sistance), and recovery.

People’s responses to warning 
signs différend widely; and early 
warning would generally arouse 
mild apprehension; a late warning 
might evoke fear and immediate 
protective action.

There were exceptions. In the

few seconds between the blinding 
flash and the first impact of 
the shock waves from the nuclear 
explosion over Hiroshima, a few 
people did cover their eyes, throw 
themselves to the floor or dive 
into a shelter. But in such ex
treme and sudden disaster, the 
more common response is to 
pause, take a second look, to 
check what others think and are 
doing, even as they experience 
apprehension and fear.

A major problem is that warn
ing signals are interpreted in 
the light of a variety of other 
conditions, such as an individ
ual’s past experience, the likeli
hood of the event, what others 
are saying and doing, where a 
person’s family is at the time, 
and the individual’s training and 
role in an organization.

In three false air raid alerts 
sounded in the United States five 
years ago, an analysis showed 
that people were more likely 
to take the sirens seriously if 
they thought that international 
tension was high or that war was 
imminent.

If, with an event such as the 
Springhill mine disaster, an in
dividual’s family is considered 
to be in a potentially dangerous 
situation, warning signals are 
taken more seriously.

Dalhousie University’s Faculty of Dentistry has approved a 
dental aptitude testing program for screening prospective ap
plicants to the school for 1968.

The test program which has been established at most uni
versities in Canada, is designed to provide a further guide to the % 
probable success of students who enter dental schools.

At a time when there is a serious shortage of dentists and an 
ever-increasing demand for more trained men, students selected 
for admission must be capable of completing the dental education 
program, said L.V. Perry, administrative secretary of the school.

If a school is to employ their facilities in the most capable 
manner possible, each class must operate at full capacity. — 
drop-outs in first year can only mean reduction in the total 
number of graduates.

As for a prospective student, Mr. Perry pointed out that the 
dental aptitude test would indicate whether or not he will succeed 
in his course of study and thus avoid loss of time and expense on 
a profession for which he is not suited.

<if

The general consensus seemed

McGILL RAPS - I WAS BORN - DR. BEACH
--Continued from Page 1 — —Continued from Page 1— 

meant by the term “objectivity” what is going on in student 
in editorial content and criticized government, nor can they be ex- 
coverage of a recent campus pected to know,” Munroe said.

When asked if he had any in- 
In an editorial appearing after tentions of running for a student 

the council rulings, The Daily union office next year, Munroe 
claimed it is being muzzled, and replied that this is his last year 
accused its council appointments at Dal. Next year he plans to 
of acting “in their political naive- .“do history” at the Department 
te and petty interests”.

The editorial said council’s Resources.

I
There is no behaviour. People are 
immobilized, a great hush de
scends. But in most natural dis
asters, this stunned condition 
lasts only for a moment or so. 
Then comes the recovery; sur
vivors respond to the urgent 
problems around them.

But behaviour during the re
covery period can present a pic
ture of confusion, even chaos. 
And, in a few regrettable cases, 
emergency service organizations 
have even competed for “owner
ship” of the disaster, with the 
net result that the whole recovery 
operation is considerably slow
er and less efficient than it 
might be.

What is the answer? Apart 
from preventing a disaster, there 
is no substitute for preparation 
and training. It is not necessary 
that everyone be highly trained. 
The key is organization and ade- 

The typical human reaction is quate training of organizational 
momentary cessation of activity, personnel.

meeting.

Hicks elected to 
UNESCO exeeutive

of Northern Affairs and National

actions “ensure not only that
this year’s Daily will mouth the EXPENSES HIGHER 
dictums of this year’s council, 
but that the chance for uninhib
ited debate between student gov- expenses for 1966-67 term are 
ernment and the paper of the 0ldy slightly higher than last 
students is effectively written year’s, according to the Domin- 
off the books.”

Dr. Henry D. Hicks, president of Dalhousie University and , 
president of the Canadian National Committee for Unesco, has 
been elected a vice-president of the Unesco Conference, now 
holding its annual sessions in Paris.

Dr. Hicks, president of the Canadian delegation since 1963, 
is one of 15 vice-presidents of the international conference.
Each from different member-countries, they and the Unesco 
president constitute the general committee which regulates and 
controls the workings of the conference.

Dr. Hicks arrived in Paris last week for the annual Unesco 
meeting. He returns to Halifax in early December. In his absence 
from Dalhousie, Dr. Horace E. Read is acting president.

OTTAWA (CUP) — University

ion Bureau of Statistics.

SPRING GARDEN BARBER SHOP
Faculty of Medicine plans 

clinical conferences
Just a two minute walk from Dal 
and Kings on the way downtown

A series of six clinical conferences, part of the continuing 
refresher program of the postgraduate division of Dalhousie Uni
versity’s Faculty of Medicine, will be held at Colchester County 
Hospital, Truro, beginning next month.

Members of Dalhousie’s Faculty of Medicine will be guest 
clinicians at the conferences, which have been arranged by the 
hospital staff.

Following are the dates, topics and speakers for the series: 
Nov. 10, 7.30 p.m. — Discussion of obstetrical and gynae

cology case presentations, Dr. M. M. Davis, lecturer in ob
stetrics and gynecology;

Dec. 8, 7.30 p.m. — Discussion of case presentations of 
portunity to sponsor two or three chest injuries and cardiac arrest — Dr. C.E. Kinley, assistant 
distinguished Canadians of their professor of surgery,
choice. The AUCC, of course, Topics and speakers for further conferences, on Jan. 12, 
will foot the bill. Feb. 9, March 9, and April 6, will be announced later.

National campus group 
plots centennial plan

SPRING GARDEN 
BARBER SHOP

TOUT
JBWk
186711967

university will be given the op-OTTAWA (CUP) - A move
ment is under way in Ottawa 
these days — a movement aiming 
to involve every interested Ca
nadian university campus in 
spending $225,000 within the next 
year.

The movement is the Univer
sities Centennial Program, a 
five-stage project under the di
rection of the Association of

Universities and Colleges of Can
ada and financed by the federal get underway, interest must be

aroused and people must become

The Centennial program must
5853 SPRING GARDEN ROAD 

at the corner of

Spring Garden Rd. & Summer St.

Centennial commission.
And as Canada’s Centennial involved, 

looms ever larger on the 1967 
horizon, John Banks, UCP sec- realize this is no slight under- 
retary, uses more than his usual taking. They have assumed a 
stack of stationery, shouts fre- responsibility that cannot be 
quently into his constantly-ring- shirked, and time is running 
ing phone, and summons his sec- short, 
retary at least 20 times an hour.

John Banks and his associates
The first project will involve 

Canadian students — but as spec
tators only. They will have the 
opportunity to listen to, and ques
tion participants. But a second, 
and perhaps more ambitious facet 
of the program is the theatre 
project which will present two

English Dept, to host poet 
Alfred PurdvOne of the most important, 

and certainly the most interest
ing project to be implemented, 
is the lecturers and artists pro
ject. Mr. Banks says he hopes 
two or three Canadians involved 
in various aspects of art history, 
painting, music and literature 
will be able to visit each Canadian 
university campus during 1967.

He has already asked the uni
versities which persons they 
would be interested in sponsoring 
on their respective campuses. 
The University of Alberta, for 
example, has requested Dr. Des
mond Pacey from the University 
of New Brunswick visit the Ed
monton campus. And Carleton 
University has asked for Profes
sor Peter Breiger, fine arts 
department head at the Univer
sity of Toronto. Carleton’s em
bryo arts department feels it 
needs a friendly push in the 
right direction.

VISITING LECTURERS

Alfred Purdy, whose seventh volume of verse, The Cariboo 
one-act plays (one in English Horses, won the 1966 Governor-General’s Award for Poetry, will 
and one in French) at various read his poems at Dalhousie University when he is a guest of the

English Department later this month.
Born in Wooler, Ont., in 1918, Mr. Purdy spent six years 

nadian thespians will be inter- in the RCAF, owned a taxi business in Belleville, Ont., was a 
ested enough to audition for parts union organizer in Vancouver, and lived for a time among the 
in the plays. Tsimyan Indians in the interior of British Columbia.

Those lucky enough to be He travelled across Canada riding the freights, and has 
chosen for roles in the plays lived for a time in most of our major cities. He lived in Europe, 
will embark on a six-week, mostly in France, in 1955. On a grant from the Canada Council 
cross-country tour in September, he spent several months among the Eskimos on Baffin Island. 
1967. These young people will His book of Arctic poems, North of Summer, is to be published 
not be paid, but they have the in 1967 with illustrations by A.Y. Jackson. Some of these 
opportunity to work under the will be a feature of Mr. Purdy’s reading, 
directorship of Pierre Lefevre
of the Centre Dramatique de Poems for All the Annettes, published in 1962.
Vest in Strasbourg, and the ad- He will give his reading in Room 215 of the Chemistry 
ministration of Julien Forcier of Building, at 8.15 p.m. on Nov. 23.
Montreal, who boasts 15 years’ ------------------------------------------------------
experience in all fields of the — the Canadian historical sem- 
theatre.

Premilinary auditionswillbe- when three seminars were held political science will travel to 
gin in mid-November at cam- at the University of British Memorial, Laval and Laurentian 
puses across the country. Final Columbia, the University of New Universities in the East, and 
auditions will be held in January Brunswick and Stanley House, the the University of Saskatchewan

Canada Council’s conference and University of Victoria in the
West.

i

INSIGNIA JEWELLERY campuses.
The AUCC is hoping young Ca-

I
%

# IF /. poemsÏ,
W

Another of Mr. Purdy’s notable achievements in verse is>
V:

ILLUSTRATIONS CANNOT DO JUSTICE TO OUR FINE 
SELECTION of DALHOUSIE and KING’S Jewellery, 
visit to our 2nd Floor Jewellery Department will show 
you what fine Insignia Jewellery looks like. We have 
fresh stocks of all items, PINS, CHARMS, COMPACTS, 
TIEBARS, TIETACS, NECKLACES, CUFFLINKS, LIGHT- 

LAPEL BUTTONS, etc., from $1.95 to $250.00

A
Next August, graduate students 

inars — was launched in August and professors in history and

ERS,
Thus, under the visiting lec

turers and artists program, each
\ at regional centres.

The third stage of the program centre.eg. DAL or KING’S Gold Filled PIN or Lapel Button
only $1.95

Two conferences - one on the 
role of the creative arts in the 
university, the other on higher 
education in the second century 
of Confederation - will consti
tute the fourth and fifth stages 
of the program.

Plans for the creative arts 
conference are going ahead full 
speed, with Queen’s University 
playing host from June 5 to 9. 
A program, consisting of inter
disciplinary workshops,teacher
training in the arts, professional 
training in the arts at the uni
versity level and the role of the 
arts in liberal education has 
been arranged.

Above Pin with Year Guard and chain
only $3.95

M

Bank of Montreal
m Canada’s First Bank

WALL PLAQUES GLASSWARE
invites graduating seniors in Arts, 

Business and other faculties interested 
in new challenges in banking to meet 

its campus representative on -

SOLID WALNUT 
PLAQUES WITH 
etched BRONZE 
KING’S or DALHOUSIE 
SEAL

from: *3“

• DALHOUSIE CREST 
IN COLOUR 

. 22 K. Gold Trim

. GIFT BOXED SETS

j

t>hô^ou 
.man who

!$4.”to-

TUES., NOV. 22, 1966 }AVAILABLE IN STEINS 
ASH TRAYS, OLD FASHIONED 
GLASSES, HIGH BALL GLASSES, 
PILSENER GLASSES AND 
TEMPO GLASSES 
FROM

ALSO AVAILABLE 
HANOI PAINTED PLAQUES 
IN FULL COLOURS CRAFTED 
FOR US IN ENGLAND AND 
GIFT Boxed at

4>

Learn what the 
Bank of Montreal 

can offer you

p
(

« each. $|98 to $995 set %y1 0

AVAILABLE ONLY AT:ST-
maritime

A$ CAMPUS STORE

Interviews may be arranged through 
your Placement Office!TUr

* msm

1y.
%r\

mcp
r o(

6148 QUINPOOL RD. TW 423-6523z~> 'y
"The all male toiletry that interests women".

AFTER SHAVE. COLOGNE SOAP. DEODORANT. 
HAIR TONIC. TALC. SHAVING CREAM

SERVING THE STUDENT PUBLIC SINCE 1958
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Lawmen in action Drinking Attitudes at Dalhousie
School.

Many undergraduates have vis. 
ions of enrobed scholars devour
ing the works of eminent jurists 
from Coke to Denning, and 
scratching out contracts and wills 
on red-lined foolscap at the Law 
School.

Granted, Dalhousie law grad
uates have been awarded Can
ada’s top law scholarship on 
more occasions than any other 
school.

But the law school has also 
managed to cop the inter-faculty 
athletic championship, two years 
running; dominated student gov
ernment on campus; participate 
in national and regional law stu- 
dent conventions; lure outstand
ing Canadian and international 
professors and politicians to its 
weekly speaker’s hour; establish 
a Law House (Domus Legis), and 
begin planning for a spectacular 
Centennial Year convention.

Witness this calendar ofextra- 
curricular achievements:

. Spearheading organization of

By DAVID DAY a proposed national Centen
nial law students conference, 
Oct. 18-21, 1967 are a trio of 
second-year students: Jerry 
Godsoe, Jeff Somerville, and 
Daivd Newman. There are 
plans to invite prominent Ca
nadian, American and English 
jurists to address the four- 
day meet, sponsored by the 
Law Student’s Society in co
operation with the faculty.

. Third year’s Robert Gilmour 
heads a committee which is 
programming a weekend con
vention of Atlantic Provinces 
law students from Dalhousie 
and the University of New 
Brunswick (the third annual) 
in mid-January. •

. Next week, the Law School 
sends four delegates - Miss 
Janette Fergurson, Robert 
Kerr, Edward Raymond and 
Norman Carruthers to a na- 
tional conference of law stu
dents at the University of 
Toronto to ponder the prob. 
le ms of the poor man and the 
law.

. A four storey residence was 
acquired by the students a 
year ago, on Seymour Street 
and a Law House (Domus Leg
is) was incorporated. The Uni- 
vers it y helped finance acqusi- 
tion of the building, the 
alumni, faculty and students 
furnished the house and con
tributed to renovations. 
Domus Legis president Frank 
Medjuk, Law in says about 
half the law students are paid 
members of the law house.

. The weekly Law Hour com
mittee, headed by Leo Barry, 
Law in, organizes debates and 
introduces speakers to stu
dents.

. Other student committees are 
preparing for the annual Mock 
Parliament in February, and 
discussing the feasibility of 
publishing a Law Review. As
sessing the academic work 
load, is a committee chosen 
by Ken Glube articling for 
graduating students and help
ing the library staff to police 
the fourth and fifth floor li- 
braries in the new school. A 
Le agle Be agle C lub, he aded by 
John Stewart (Law m) meets 
weekly to study investment 
possibilities.

. The Moot Court Committee, 
Robert Kerr, Leo Barry and 
Harry Scott co-ordinated the 
annual student moot courts.

and Not excessive; legal age should be loweredSHARON COOK 
Gazette Staff

Imagine four young men hud
dled around a card table, en
grossed in a hand of bridge.

They shift restlessly in their 
Glamorganshire tweeds and chew 
nervously on cigarillos, as the 
game progresses.

Watching the contest is Mus- 
quodoboit-born Arthur Miller, 23, 
a “poker” addict and Dalhousie 
Law School’s answer to Jacoby.

During the past three weeks, 
Miller has organized a bridge 
competition among 32 law stu
dents in the second floor coffee 
lounge in the gleaming, new Law 
School.

Affectionately known as Baron 
Miller of Musquodoboit, he has 
offered a trophy to the winning 
team in his Baron’s Invitational 
Bridge Tournament.

Miller is just one of the moving 
spirits behind extra-curricular 
functions at the Dalhousie Law

By SHARON COOK 
Gazette Features Editor 

EDITOR’S NOTE: In an effort

is not necessary because there 
is no such problem.

Question: Does drinking spoil 
to determine opinions on the or add to a party? 
controversial subject of campus Paul Millington - If done in 
drinking, Gazette reporter excess, it definitely hinders a 
Sharon Cook interviewed Dal- party. However, there’s no harm 
housie students, Dean of Arts in getting high, 
and Science H.B.S. Cooke, and Dave Andrews - The presence 
Anglican chaplain Reverend Don of liquor doesn’t matter.
Trivett.

,

\
iiKitty and Vicki - It definitely 

Question: Do you think there adds aomething. . . 
is too much drinking on campus?
If so, how should it be regulated? obnoxious, there is harm, but 

Paul Millington
campus activities, no. But frater
nities have been reduced to mere adds to the spirit of a party, 
booze clubs. Ideally, frats should 
be broken up. However, the police be lowered? What are your opin- 
should at least clamp down.

Dave Andrews - Yes. Bottles 
can be seen in the windows of are outmoded. There is free 
residences and fraternities are access to liquor in foreign coun- 
just big booze parties. There is tries with no adverse effects, 
no solution I can think of.

Laurie Patille - If people get

ZIn most only in excess drinking.
Sherry Bridgewater - Drinking 1

Question: Should the legal age

ions on a pub in the SUB?
Paul Millington - Yes, the laws

tss
The source of the problem is 

Kitty and Vickie Murray - the law itself. A pub in the SUB 
Drinking is not done in excess could be all right.

Dave Andrews - Yes, laws were 
especially not in girls’ frater- made for medical reasons. . .(?) 
nities. . .

JOE PUGH and KITTY MukRAYDAVE ANDREWSCHEVRON
STANDARD LIMITED

minors to drink; but if they are 
breaking the law, .U is best that 
they continue doing it quietly.

I can see no 
signs of an increase in the amount 
of drinking done on the Dalhousie 
campus. Compared with other 
campuses with which I am famil
iar, the liquor consumption is 
quite minimal, especially at the 
games.

Drinking cannot be regulated. 
The arbitrary age depends on the 
motives of people, but is valid 
and reasonable. As data indicates 
that some people are potential 
addicts, their chances of being 
introduced to liquor at an early 
age is decreased. Also, because 
many are encouraged along ir
responsible lines by social pres
sures, they think it is “hip” 
to get drunk and consider their 
image enhanced by booze.

while back.
Personal opinions are general

ly more liberal than the existing 
laws, and this is definitely a 
question of Nova Scotian law. 
The average student is capable 
of controlling himself and for the 
most part has proven it here. 
Drinking is one of the social 
customs of campus life. At the 
Nova Scotia Technical College 
dances, there is a bar and it has 
proved to be feasible within the 
boundaries of the present law. 
In other countries beer and wine 
are sold at campus functions 
and in Student Union Buildings 
in a successful effort to cut 
down on the heavy liquor con
sumption at these events. Drink
ing in fraternities is unnecces- 
sarily emphasized because of the 
fact that only students are in
volved. It is very foolish for

I drink very seldom, 
but I’ve never been drunk.

Kitty and Vicki - No. I’m an 
abstainer, except when I’m home.

Laurie - No.
Sherry - No. Intoxication is 

neither appealing or necessary.
Dean Cooke - The students on 

the Dalhousie campus have in the 
past and continue to show good 
judgment. Their behaviour is en
tirely reasonable.

Faculty intervention would be 
undesirable in any case as this 
would be interfering with student 
business and the administration 
tries not to and should not inter
fere in the lives of the students. 
However, if violation comes to 
a point where faculty pressure 
is warranted, then the only alter
native would be taken, as was 
shown in the beer-bottle breaking 
incident in Men’s Residence a

Dave
on campus or in fraternities -

Kitty and Vicki - A pub in the 
Laurie Patille - No. Campus SUB would be great - just wonder- 

police have to be respected and fui _ a co-ed pub, of course, 
they wouldn’t be if enforcement The laws are made for parents’ 
took place. Drinking is common conscience, not for minor’s ben- 
at all campus activities I’ve ever efit. 
attended — except a tiddly winks 
contest in Men’s Residence.

Rev. Trivitt
r

Calgary, Alberta

Laurie Patille - Lowering the 
age would automatically lower 

Sherry Bridgewater and Barb the amount of liquor consumption 
Foggo - No. Police enforcement because the novelty wouldn’t be
----------------------------------------------- there.

Sherry - The laws were made 
when eighteen-year olds never 
left home. Nowadays, from eight
een on, or thereabouts, people 
are more mature and certainly 
more responsible.

Question: Do you drink? Have 
you ever been drunk?

Paul - I drink, but I’ve never 
been drunk.

offering careers in

PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
will conduct campus interviews on

November 16 and 17

!>»
for

POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES - UNDERGRADUATES

in &
*P |

Honours Geology Our booklet 
‘Careers with Sun Life’ 
is available at the 
placement office.

-Permanent and summer employment 
geology i

cHonours Physics -Permanent and summer employment 
in geophysics c> fVi'5"

7Engineering Physics -Permanent and summer employment 
in geophysics É

v
Maths-Physics -Permanent and summer employment 

in geophysics
i

The Privateer 
Coffee House

5552 Sackville St. 
Now open daily:

8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Pizza & Light Lunches 

Entertainment Nitely 

from 9:00 p.m. 

Phone: 423-0462

: mm-"-i

Graduating Class:
Sun Life of Canada will be on campus to discuss management careers with you. 

The life insurance industry today offers an interesting and rewarding future to 
individuals with management potential. Make your appointment at the placement 
office now to see Sun Life of Canada on:

I I IARRANGEMENTS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS MAY BE 
MADE THROUGH THE STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 16

SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA
Citadel

Lance & Shield 
Lounge

The HEAD OFFICE: MONTREAL
REGULAR and KINGSMOTOR INN

I960 Brunswick Street

I MIX AND MATCH |
1 LADIES' SPORTS WEAR LTD. I

has
Exciting Styles

for the 
"Mod" Group 
on Campus

10% Student Discount
ÉMIXANPMATCHi
1 LADIES* SPORTS WEAR LTD, I

6281 Quinpool Road, Halifax 
423-7600_____________

A Mobil career
is waiting. 
Challenging. 
Exciting. 
Rewarding.
Talk over where 
you're going with
one of Canada's 
oil and gas leaders

Entertainment Nitely
The Graham Bowser Trio

complimentary hors d’oeuvres 
served from 5:oo - 7:00

Eiitg Arthur’s foart
Excellent cuisine in authentic 

Old English atmosphere

NOTE: Societies, Fraternities etc. - 
Book for YOUR Banquet Now.

FOR RESERVATIONS 
Call . . *422-1391

COME WEST YOUNG MAN
for challenging employment 

(Regular and Summer)
in

GEOLOGY
with

AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORPORATIONPAN
(Calgary, Alberta)

Interviews will be held
Monday and Tuesday, November 21 and 22, 1966

with
CAREER OPENINGS FOR GRADUATES IN:POST GRADUATES in GEOLOGY 

GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES 
in HONORS or ARTS GEOLOGY

Engineering Geophysics 
Geology Finance

Pan American, a member of the Standard Oil Company (Indiana) Organization is an expanding major oil 
vancementXPl°rati0n ^ producing comPany offering excellent salaries, benefits and opportunities for ad-

Company and position information is available at your Student Placement Office. Register there now and

Interview appointments can be made 
at the student placement office NOV. 17

Mobil Oil Canada, Ltd.Ask about summer openings, too.
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f

History and the Coat of Arms...
©4 t7Â»o*£-

fives* bt fort con°fedtraUc^What ......................................

is Forsey’s “historical symbol 
of Canada?” A unicorn and a

By FRED JONES 
Special to the GazetteEditorials printed in the Dalhousie Gazette express the individual opinions 

of staff writers, or the Editors. This must be noted in all reprints. The Globe and Mail,Toronto,OctitPageZ“The creeping republicans are 
at it again,” cried Dr. Eugene
Forsey in the Toronto Globe lion leaning on a shield with a 
and Mail. Thus began the coat- crown above. Where is the lion 
of-arms controversy that raged and unicorn in Canadian history
through Ottawa last week finding - in a Zoo. The Canadian coat- By eugene forsey ... „=. a» ummn»n.. >*»<...
echoes even in that den of in- of-arms is an artificial creation creeping R,pubhrin,
trigue, Halifax. Statesmen ignited unsuited to Canada unless Canada | Z'uST'ffZ
by noisy defenders of our sacred is still considered an outpost 
monarchical past, squabbled over of the British Empire.
Hip decision of the Postmaster rorsey spoKe oi tne mapie i.non ot contract. The public revoit- lo romovt mm! or the mmmder- 
General M. Cote to remove the leaf as a “vegetable emblem” 'otd0> “«• ,h*«bMn
Canadian coat-of-arms from post but this mere emblem forms ',*,?/10
office trucks and mail bags. Par* of h*s coveted coat-of-arms

and is the center piece of our 
flag. The maple leaf is a symbol Lc 

polemic that: “What is being 0f Canada - the coat-of-arms is ,e*!" 
ditched is not the symbol of a symboi of England suitable 
our historical monarchy, the for Anglophiles or those who 
monarchy which the Fathers of defend the status quo for its 
Confederation unanimously 
deliberately chose to preserve, 
but a historical symbol of Can
ada itself, embodying (as no 
merely vegetable emblem can) 
our historical past, French and 
English.”

November 10, 1966Halifax, Nova Scotia, Is Ottawa trying on a republican coat for size?
Confederation unanimously, c 
atelv. those lo preserve, bui a 
It symbol o( Canada itself, 
mg las no merely vegetable emblem 

historic past, French and

Volume 98, No. 10

embody*

dropped them from the relevant

In short, for »t least M) y 
Confederation, our mails 
mistakably. by 
Parliament of Canada "Her 
tv s" or "His Majesty's" And t 
that the terms do

/

ar in the Post 
in the least mean 

have become obsolete. If 
are not. in law^

TIM FOLEY 
Editor-In-Chief English.

Perhaps, then, its removal means 
that we are being softened up not 
only, for sly. gumshoe, undercover 
change to a republic, without 
ment, without discussion, 
any decision by Parliament or the 
people, but also for an equally sly. 
gumshoe, undercover change to As
sociate States, or to a counterfeit 
Canada a la Dame! Johnson m 
which Quebec would have made it
self for most 
country, but 1 
ministers, senators and members of 
the Commons in Ottawa, with full 
power to share in making decisions 
which would affect only the other 
nine provinces. If so. I can
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1 can discover) appea 
Office Act does 
that they

Jesty's". whose are they 
master General's1 Mr Pe

Besides, the Prime Minister spoke 
of "the royal insignia": but what has 
been taken off the

and publications is the coat-of-arms 
of Canada; what is on the public 
buildings is the coat-of-arms of Can
ada So without violating a 
taking the Government has yet given 
the House, whoever started this per
formance (and it may well not have 
been the Prime Minister, or even the 
Cabinet as a whole) can go quietly 
on. until the glorious, liberating day 
finally arrives when he. or they, can 
venture into the light, and. with ham
mer and chisel, or pneumatic drill, 
knock the Canadian coat-of-arms off 
the stonework over the mam door of 
the Parliament Buildings.

gentry evidently 
the same 

rmed that 
t office official" an- 

•The

any constitutional lawyer to 
No statute that I am aware 

of calls the Postmaster General and 
his colleagi

game again.

nounced the
on post office
Is to be replaced by a maple

ma" but the coat-of-arms 
what is on the stationery

nd mail-;r. rposes a fore'gn 
I still retain its

"Her Majesty's minis*Dr. Forsey claimed in his that is unquestionably 
m law. and what theywhat they are.

must remain, unless and until, this 
country is formally, 
made into a republic.

The Postmaster-General says that 
the maple leaf is an emblem 
which will represent a truly 
Canadian post office and which will 

a give a real interpretation to the Post 
; Office Act." What on earth does this 

mumbo-jumbo mean? What kind of 
post office have we had hitherto? 
German? French? English1 Rus
sian1 The very first Post Office Act.

that asserted

office "the 
"Her Males- 
” As for the

any under

step toward a republic Has this Gov
ernment a mandate from the people 
of Canada to make this country a re
public1 It has no: Does it come out. 
man-fashion, proclaim its belief in a 
republic, and ask the Parliament and 
the people of Canada to give it a 
mandate for this fundamental

^ , •___ i change in our Constitution? It doesThe youth Of Uânâda reject not. It prefers the same sneak-thief

monarchical symbols and demand îX.'ITr!k«'.he oXiTml0» 
that Canada have spiritual as well 
as functional independence. Can- &<!“«.”?«XorwK!" 
ada is the focus of our loyality X’XlX? 
not some abstract plaque or even 

This is just not true. The the Queen who stands as a figure-
Fathers of Confederation were head. We must therefore Cana- ........ Himmiimimi
not free to create their own dianize the symbols of our past lllimilllllUlllllllllllllllllllUiraniUmnUIIUlHIimmilllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllimillinillllllllllllllllllimillllllllllimilllinilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllinillll
constitution, “deliberately” or and present so that they mirror dian - British or Canadian mo- of the fundamental emotional link, Therefore the controversy was
not. The Quebec Resolution which our distinctive culture and there- narchical link. especially in those of the older not in vain although it became
were their initial contribution by create a stable nationalism . mp9nt tn generation. ensnarled over the wrong ques-
were changed first in the London in piaCe of the present paro- 1 nlve Jm ' Tncfpad tion. Instead of Republicanism
Conference and then seven times chialism. aegraae or question u. nisiea However Forsey was right to the danger was Bureaucracy. Ca
in drafts of the BNA Act. ...... ... ... . . 1 have criticized the stupidity o. criticize the method used by nada was threatened with the

R. MacGregor writes that: Will feudal here dry withsand those who feel that our connection Cote_ A declsion on such a gradual loss of the controlling
. .there was no general con- th® ever expanding American with the Queen rests on e tt decision almost un- ability of our elected represent

ed of the authorities in Brit- cultural and economic influence? flimsy base of a coat-of-arms revers Me once completed, must atlves.
ish North America behind the N°! PerhaPs ha™ ™ be considered by the cabinet
written constitution as eventual- This is the road of folly for welc°me ia s » or better, be approved by par- Dr. Forsey will help preserve

its maintenance will only smooth tne yueen uurmg ne lc Sl ' Lament. Instead, as Forsey des- the subordinate role of official-
The monarchical form was not the road for American domina- Their own vehemence in cribed it, M. Cote used “sneak dom and prevent it from seizing

a free choice but one conditioned tion. Forsey and Co. must have defence of this outmoded emblem their gradualism” to eliminate bit by bit a dominant role in
by the fact of negotiations between a very poor opinion of the Cana- actually demonstrates the vitality the coat-of-arms.

Thu makes no sense ex and legally,

Canada's coal ol arms. sugges- a 
than Iheappropriate emblem 

maple leaf to pul on the trucks, the 
mail bags, and anything else Ihe 
Government contemplates defacing 
two jackasses eating the leaves off

Anvhodv. in or out of the Govern
ment. has a right to argue for a re- 

ic. or two republics, or 
Anyone, in or out of the Govern- 
. has a right to campaign fnr

■nee of Her Majesty's mails"); 1875. 
Chapter 7. Section 4 (the samel. Sec
tion 42 ("a mail of Her Majesty"), and 

sty's mail"); 
2 ("Her Ma-

own sake. Section 58 ("Her Maje:
2. Section

Revised Statutes of 
35. Section 47 
") and Section

mail"); Revised m 1867, the same or 
1906. Chapter 66, firmly that our mails 

Section 90 ("His Majesty's mails". jesty's"
twice), and Section 91 ("a mail of Canada
His Majesty").

1878. Chapter 
jesty's mails" 
Canada. 1886 
("Her Majesty's 
64 ( "Her Majesty’s 
Statutes of Canada

): 1
. Chr;

any such change. No one. in or out of 
the Government, has any business

Meanwhile, further protest 
answered, as last time, with assorted 
fairy tales designed to |" 
nothing has really been ta

vided us with the first: "the mail 
never been Her Majesty’s mail." 

mply not 
himself

prove that 

master-General has already ty s Canada
real interpretation: since what :* by g

taken off the trucks in mail ddm

office- 
post office altering the Constitution of Canada 

by gradually sneaking us into a fun- 
entai change on which we have 

never had a chance to pronounce 

Dr Forsey is research director oj 
the Canadian Labor Congress

The provisions of the Revised Stat
utes of Canada. 1906. Chapter 66. ap
parently stood unchanged until 1927 
when, though no act of the interven
ing years seems to have struck out the

rn. it will have 
• the coat-of-

bies to what is
ible to take 
ther things.

The Prime Minister, on Oct. 17. 
told the House of Commons that it

is the coat-of-arms of Canada.

the symbol l 
the monarchy which the Fathers of

tz :true, as anyone 
by looking at a 
arliament: 1867.

=7,oRemembrance
Day

should go

Zitched is not me 
r historic monari

Chapter 10. Section 4 ("the convey- words quoted, the revisers

Perhaps the outcry raised by

ly enacted in 1867.”

Let’s do away with Remembrance Day. learned to recognize them as monuments to 
It should be obvious to just about every- human stupidity, 

one in this country that Remembrance Day
our society.

But the real question is what does Rem- 
has become just one more excuse for a long embrance Day have to do with the men that 
weekend. The number of people that take part fought these wars. They are the ones that 
in services and official ceremonies continues made the sacrifices and in some cases are

still paying the price.
Why don’t we stop being such bloody

Voice of the Student i

Crossroads AfricaITto dwindle year by year.
In the future the process will accelerate 

as the number of veterans and persons who hypocrits and consider them for a moment, 
were personally involved in the wars de-

Y/ X'z-d;

trl 5 be “condemned” for the lack of 
Thank you for your coverage imperfections in their works? 

of Operation Crossroads Africa is a woman’s beauty proportional 
and Dr. Robinson in the last is- to the amount of hair on her body? 
sue of the Gazette (October 31).
Although I realize that where delinquency committed by too 
space is limited, it is sometimes many critics and most censors, 
necessary to condense quo- That is, you have not thoroughly 
tâtions, I feel I must clarify a read the entire work which you 
few points which were left ambi- denounce. If you had, you would

have discovered that such fea- 
The article quoted me as say- tures as “The Playboy Philoso- 

ing, “Everyday Western educa- phy” and “The Playboy Forum” 
tion is so superior to their (the are not trying to peddle “sick , 
Liberian’s) way of life in know- sex,” but are striving, rather, to 
how that we were able to tell free us from the repressions, 
them how to do the construction taboos, and falsities which have 
work although we had no previous made a truly beautiful act the

source of guilt, shame and

Dear Sir:Giving ourselves a national holiday does 
not do anything for them. Most of the people 

It was not so many years ago that the that will be outraged by tf|e idea of doing 
Boer War received its share of attention as away with Remembrance Day are the ones that 
one of the so-called major conflicts in which feel they have squared their debt with the 
Canadians took part. But now the memory has human race by buying a 25-cent poppy and 
grown dim and no one can identify with it. then spending their Remembrance Holiday 

It won’t take many years before the in front of the television set. Some of them 
number of First World War veterans has may go so far as to give one minute pious 
shrunk to the point where the battles and the contemplation out of the whole year. What 
deeds will have meaning only in history books, have they ever done for the old men that sit 

Even the Second World War has little forgotten in the veterans homes? 
relevance for anyone under 20. The countries 
that were our enemies are now our allies - about sacred trusts it might be interesting to 
Germany and Japan - and our allies are now know what they have done recently to advance 
our enemies - Russia and China. The whole the cause of world peace (which all these 
thing is rather confusing and a little embar- soldiers supposedly fought to secure), 
rassing to many people.

The trouble is everyone feels that if he member them and identified with their cause 
admits the present rites have lost their mean- will soon join them, 
ing he is being unpatriotic or breaking a 
sacred trust.

It is interesting to note that the Korean give up our holiday and remember the waste 
war has never been able to win the same and futility of war every day of the year, 
respectability as the world wars. And it is Let us make sure that the state that sent the 
also hard to imagine that the people of the soldiers to face death now provides the sur- 
United States will ever be able to raise the vivors with dignity and life. Let us remember

the dead, including the civilian victims, in our

&creases.

7 You are guilty, also, of thee»xl
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T. guous.
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,yti!And from all those people sc concernea w
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experience.”
By no means did I intend to censure, 

imply that Western ways of life 
are “superior” to African ones, 
or that Crossroads on the pro- “ Playboy” issue will prove that 
ject instructed their Liberian its purpose is to bring the dis
co-workers. This would be com- cuss ion of sex into the open, to 
pletely contrary to the purpose show that a subject which has, 
of Crossroads, which is to pro- for too long, been regarded as 
mote friendship and understand- sinful is actually beautiful and 
ing by bringing together people pleasurable, and to provide en- 
of diverse backgrounds to work on tertainment in the forms of short

stories, interviews, editorials
The point came up when Miss and articles as well as pictorials. 

Pett asked me how the summer’s PLAYBOY is not “peddling 
experience had affected my val- sexual fantasy” anymore than are 
ues or anbitions. I replied that GLAMOUR, VOGUE, or MADE- 
I had been very impressed with MOISELLE, all of which portray 
the great importance of educa- beautiful, blemishless women, 
tion. _______

<v IvJm
hJWMm/m

The dead are gone and those that re-
yihilXWv A thorough reading of any

S)\VCLet us give those faceless lambs of 
silent battles a living memorial. Let us

m-m an equal basis.1Vietnam conflict to the same level.
Mass communications have smashed the churches and temples, 

false veneer of war that made the killing 
glorious and heroic. We may not have gained and Remembrance Day will take its place 
knowledge to prevent or stop wars but we have with Guy Fox Day and Orangemen’s Day.

5m N *m ' YV-.
If we don’t make the changes time will, i

We found while working with 
uneducated people that our back
ground which we take for granted 
(for example simple arithme
tic) made us better equipped to 
solve problems that we might 
encounter in construction.

Dear Halifax:
Congratulations for being 

Canadian! It must give you a 
sense of pride and security in 
our high standard of living. If 
living means appreciation of life, 
we Canadians have the lowest 
standard of living in the world, 
in spite of the fact that it costs 
more to live in Canada than in 
any country in the world (ask 
Bill Powers) with the exception 
of the United States.

I refer to the situation in Afric- 
ville, where money talks against 
equality, where the white major
ity has printed on ‘clean white’ 
paper (I presume) “I’m white, 
a cleansed color” and where

USA Victimized 
in Vietnam

FROM THE TORONTO DAILY STAR

IS EC’s Wide World of War:

Sunday Spectacular- Saigon Secondly, referring to our re
ception by the villagers, I was 
quoted as saying, “It was tense 
in the beginning. I was amazed 

-- the friendly folks from the and against department, but as _ we became close.” What was 
Nantuckett Napalm Factory. you know they spend most of amazing was not that we were able

* * * their time in a ground attack. j-0 mafce friends with the people,
Well, here we are back at They’ve even been known to tun-

By PHIL JARVIS 
Reprinted from the Marker, the 
newspaper of the Royal Military 
College, Kingston, Ontario. but that they were so exception-

the battlefield Babe. Speaking of nel underneath their opponents. aiiy hospitable and that we be- 
A very special good morning movies, Babe, I hear paramount The Warmongers are famous for came so dose as we did during 

to all of you viewers at home, is about to release two screen filling the air with passes, and, our very brief (six and one-half 
This is Mickey Minefield, your gems in the near future. James as you know Mick, you can never weekS) stay. 
play-by-play commentator and Burp-Gun in “Gold Trigger- forget the threat of Mel Mc- I apologize for not being more 
I have here with me, that old Finger” and “The Creature with Namara’s “Long bomb.” He explicit, and I sincerely hope that
pro of many glorious cam- the Viet Cong Brain.” seems to have deadly accuracy no one misinterpreted the words
paigns, Babe Ruthless. Morning Those should be really great in hitting that great new rookie, ^ tbe article. Operation Cross-
Babe. Mickey, but right now let’s fill Herbie Haiphong. Every bomb roads Africa was an extremely

Morning Mickey. The funniest 0ur listeners at home in on seems to have his name on it! valuable experience for me and 
thing happened to me on my way today’s game. This battle should The Warmongers’ cheerlead- many others, and is a worthwhile 
to the battlefield this morning - go down as one of the most ers, those high-stepping Amer- effort towards better human re- 
I was ambushed by three hundred hard-fought encounters between ican Senators led by the charming lations. 
thousand grinning little men. Boy, these two great armies this Morris Wayne are really out in 
that was close Mick.

I’ll bet it was Babe!- Well,

is less than $100. If two billion dollars were 
distributed to every man, woman and child 
in the country it would mean a monthly gift 
of more than $65. For a peasant family 

We were recently looking at some sta- of five or six people $300 a month would 
tistics released from Washington on the buy a lot of cokes, cars and spray deodorants. 
Viet Nam war. It seems the400,000 American And we know who they would buy it from, 
troops are being supported by aircraft drop- don’t we. So the U.S.A. couldn’t possibly be 
ping more bomb tonnage per month than the spending that much money on pure destruction 
allied air forces dropped in Europe and Africa when Viet Nam’s potential market value is 
in 1943. Many more bombs are expected to be so high, 
dropped now that an 11,000 foot bomber 
strip has been officially opened in Thailand, to why the U.S.A. appears to be embroiled 
backed by 35,000 military “advisers”. And in a war over there. Is their government 
of course, the troops are still flowing in the victim of some heinous plot to discredit 
at more than 20,000 men per month. But the democracy, free enterprise, and the Flag? 
most amazing statistic of all is the amount Are we all merely ignorant of the com- 
of cash being poured into that small country, plexities of such questions as whether we 
The pentagon refuses to release official should fight an atomic war or not, whether 
estimates, but informed sources, whoever we should fear IBM or not, whether God is 
they are, put the total at about 2 billion alive or not? Should we then toddle along,

trusting young students that we are, and 
At which point we stopped reading that leave the real world to the mature, hard- 

particular article. It was obviously incorrect, thinking, practical politicians who never- 
if not outright lies. No national leaders went - to - college - but - by - God - made - 
of even a communist country would spend something - of - himself? 
that much on a “brushfire” war, let alone 
the brilliant, wise, loyal and polite leaders a while on just who is perpetrating this 
of the U.S.A. That kind of expenditure is an atrocity on Honest Lyndon and his associates, 
economic equivalent to human wave military After all, in North Viet Nam alone 294 
charges, throwing thousands of men scream- schools, 74 hospitals, 80 churches and 30 
ing over a hilltop to gain a given objective, pagodas have been deliberately bombed and 
no matter what the cost. The rationale is destroyed as “targets of opportunity”, so the 
that you give what you have to get what you guilty agency may be the League of School, 
want.

Reprinted from The Carrillon, the of
ficial undergraduate newspaper of the Uni
versity of Saskatchewan, Regina Campus.

pressure is being pressed upon 
Kwatcha and the few persons that 
are trying to do some good.

I wonder if any of you belong 
to the KKK Halifax branch (of 
that tree of evil fruits). More 
than likely you don’t for being a 
typical individualistic student you 
probably will not get off your 
‘Royal Canadian’ to do anything 
pro or con in respect to the 
previously mentioned cause. I 
wonder if any of you people be- 
long to the Canadian Nazi party, 

I read with some amusement Dalhousie branch (of a very
warped tree) or here again I 
may be hovering under another

There must then be an alternative answer
season. The Guerillas have suf- strength today Babe, 
fered a few costly injuries so 

it looks like a perfect day for far in the season, but from what
war, Babe. The sun’s shining general-manager Ho Chi Minh
here at Cong Stadium, the home told me last night, they’re real-
of the famous Viet Cong Gueril- iy out to get this one Mickey,
las, there’s only a slight wind This is a crucial battle in this
from the southeast, but that year’s race for the pennant, and
shouldn’t effect anything but the Qf course both teams are looking
fall-out, and the temperature’s for a victory in this year’s “sud-
a warm 70. Yes I think we can den-death” finals. Coach Johnson
say that fighting conditions are tells me his Capitalistic War-
excellent Babe. mongers are really up for this the opening blast-off now. Up . . ... __ . . , .

Yes they are Mickey! You know one Babe. The Warmongers’ goes the referee’s hands - down EROS, your attack on PLAYBOY touch with Kwatcha and see for
Mick, I saw the greatest picture record so far this season has comes the Saturn V at centre- is neither justified nor factual, yourself. Then: sit on your ‘Royal
at the theatre last night. It was been impressive, and we can field — and as the mushroom After professing your belief Canadian , drink your coffee, dis.
a double feature. The first was look for a lot of that old razzle- cloud rises, the battle is on that the human female nude is cass vour small town college
“The Bridge in the River Ky” dazzle so characteristic of this Babe! "a very beautiful thing (which) philosophy or weather,
starring Elizabeth Time-Bomb fine team. throughout history has inspired
and Richard Burned-All-Over. You were going to say some- One week later — artists....” you proceed to cen-

. , , sure PLAYBOY for removing the
Yes Babe Mv son was telline - Aad a very special good mom- -.imperfections which make the
yes Babe. My son was telling lng t0 all you viewers at home. subjects real .» you ask “Have Students of Manitoba conform to

b sorry to intent you Ba^
our special video-tape Earner as “Winnie^the0 pJof|S Winnies the willb™ goS^as^lS^eekï ^es?” I am struck by the fact The Science Ball will be held
for today’s pre-game show, the Ash.” Sure wish we had books J ? g ’ that the women portrayed in “The November 18 at the Lord Nelson
bombing of twenty SAM sights like than when we were in school tb " Kiss," the Slstine Chapel mural, Hotel. Music will be provided by
and a railway loaded with South eh Babe? I don’t know Bobby. Did they and The Birth of V enus (among Arne Benson and his Orchestra.
Vietnamese politicians. So don’t Yeah Mick. In looking over ever find any trace of Babe others) have no hair on their Tickets $3 per couple will
go away now fans, we’ll be back the statistics of these two armies, and Mickey? bodies either! Are these people,
in one minute after this impor- I see that the Guerillas have 1 don’t think so Les. Well it therefore, ••unreal0” Are Rodin,
tant message from our sponsors a slight edge in the yards for sure is a great day for a war. . . Michaelangelo, and Botticelli to and 1:30.

Yours truly, 
Joan RobbYes they are Mick. Well here 

we go. The officials are moving 
onto the battlefield for the open- Dear Sir: 
ing blast-off. Our referee for
today’s battle is Charlie De your editorial ‘•condemning”
Gaulle, the field judge is Rocky PLAYBOY magazine for, among 
Fulbright and the time-keeper other things; selling “sick sex,” oath of misunderstanding for you 
is Louis U Thant, the battle is removing blemishes from its probably pull a sinofommission, 
in good hands Mickey. girls, and portraying “brainless or perhaps, ‘I didn't know.’ Just

Yes it is Babe. All set for concubines.” While you are to be to prove the validity (or inval-
commended for your defense of idity) of my accusation get in

dollars per month.

Or should we perhaps quietly muse for

D.B.J. Snyder, Arts HI 
Graham Hall, United College 

Winnipeg 2, ManitobaX and the second was Walt Dis- thing Mickey? 
ney’s “Around the World in 80 
bomb-laden Thunder Chiefs.”

i

Hospital, Church and Pagoda Builders. It 
And two billion dollars per month is would have to be some group that could

obviously more than the U.S.A. would sink satiate its greed more readily by having
in an effort against a country of less than a war, an agency whose product is death.
30 million people. After all, the average Perhaps the international armament manu-
annual wage of the workers in that country facturers

go on
sale in the canteen from No
vember 8 to 18 between 12:30•>

L
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Just inside the entrance to the cave the Gazette’s two 
fearless female reporters and their faithful guides stop to 
survey the depths, which lie before them. From this point on 

n0 turning back - only advance into the dark unknown. 
Past this point the girls knew their fate rested in the gloved 
hands of their male guides.

:
iThe Bluenose Grotto Cave 

Exploration Soeietv asks:
n

m
ùé

Are you interested in a 
"spelunking" expedition?

m'

■

X

% -

d' The russet leaves had fallen 
around us and the last rays of 
sunlight were dying; Don told me 
with his eyes and his soothing 
words not to be afraid, and his 
twenty two friends knew that it 
was my first time and they would 
all be careful, and stop whenever 
we wanted. We wanted to go back 
but it was too late; he held 
one hand tightly and his friend 
held my other; we wanted to 
go back but we knew that it 
would break up the party. We 
closed our eyes as the darkness 
l>egan to surround us and we 
ould feel his strength as heslip- 

1 ed into the inviting warmth; 
t ten his twenty two friends one 
1 y one followed him into the 
< arkness. Then with the whole 
( lub inside Don passed around 
torches.

The group of people who de- 
elded to go on this unique ad- 
venture consisted of a wide 
cross-section of students and

jjff -, writers.

“There’s more danger to be Most of the names and dates 
found in cave exploring than in were found in Cave Coral. This 
mine exploring. . . plus more is part of the cave where large 
Sirls.” areas of wall have the appearance

Another Science student, Paul of underwater sea coral, which 
Millington found an entirely dif- can be broken off quite easily, 
ferent attraction in spelunking. Besides the underground lake 
“I’ll participate in anything that there are many vertical and hori- 
involves individual work rather zontal chimneys and many large 
than team work. Caving is a
sport where you’re not dependent broken only by the sound ofdrip-

inmnillllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIttmvmilllllillillllillinmil on anyone else”. The entrance ping water and the noise of the
to the cave especially impressed thousands of bats which hang 
Paul. “On entering the cave the from the walls and the ceiling, 
colour we perceived was purely The noise they make is like a 
black and white, and very or- kissing sound.

The Bluenose Grotto Cave Ex- dinary. Inside the cave we had

iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimiimmiimimmiiiiimiimiimi Fearless leader Jim Stevens, with the light on his hard-hat 
shining, takes a last look at the outside before going inside.By

LIZ SHANNON■

and
NANCY MURPHY

tirGAZETTE SAFARI 
CORRESPONDENTS

,'XM rooms. The complete silence is

Và #
-u

explore the unknown, if only for 
a day, seemed to unite us all 
from the beginning.

%mV
im mX II

■ >.Si* AThe bats provided a topic for 
ploration Society, formed in No- only a limited view of colour conversation. Said one girl: 
vember 1964 was about thirty because the darkness of the cave

■#y¥:
1

“BATS ARE SO considerate - 
to fifty members Don Stevens, was so hard to penetrate, even they won’t bother you if you don’t 
president told us. with torches. Hence, when we bother them. But once they are

Stevens said that when people arrived at the entrance again the bothered they’re really wild, 
express an interest in joining colour was spectacular. The Male reply: “There’s nothing 
they usually go to one of the water appeared really green, worse than a fast bat. 
meetings and then go on a trip, surrounded by brown sediment. Girl: “But I mean when they’re 
After that he said: “People either The light from outside was very not disturbed do they spend all 
get as far as hell away from us blue and made the rocks appear their lives just hanging there'7” 
as they can or join up.” The really white - like snow. There

0** SX
*».

1
rx

\>
18*41**” x *F,

mk J ft
^ > '

Male: “No, they do other 
Bluenose society in Nova Scotia wasn’t a great variety of colour things. Take that extended family 
has counterparts in Ontario, but what was there was really group over there - twenty-three 
Quebec, New Brunswick, and personified.” bats all on top of one another.”
British Columbia where the lar- Janice Garay (first year Arts) At one point during the “trip” 
gest cave of 8,000 feet was re- commented on her reaction to the underground, everyone turned off 
cently explored by a University entrance: “I sat down, forgot his light and tried to adjust his 
of Toronto group. about everything and everybody, eyes to the darkness — but It

Nova Scotia has good rock and just thought about it.” was impossible,
formation for caves Stevens said. Hayes Pit the cave we visited In the dark silence it wasn’t 
The club is continually looking is situated near Shubenacadie, hard to hear comments like the 
for new caves to explore, es- Nova Scotia. It is entered through following conversation: “I’m full 
pecially the limestone variety a small opening almost concealed of mudd. . . I’m full of fun. 
which are the most colorful. Most about fifty feet up a tall gypsum I’m full of suggestions.” 
often caves in Nova Scotia are cliff. It extends in about a quarter As two eager members of the 
gypsum caves like Hayes Pit. of a mile and is one of the largest club crawled through a narrow 
A beautiful quartz cave which caves in Nova Scotia, perhaps in chimney this comment was heard: 
the club once visited is now Canada. (from above) “Hey, Tim, can you
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Even though almost all of us 
were not familiar with this type 
of sport, or with each other 
when the trip began, we all had 
something in common. The fact 
that everyone jumped at the op
portunity to break away from 
the university and city life and
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Cave exploring is a real sport. It presents the thrills 
and challenges of mountain climbing with the added handicaps 
found only in a cave.
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non-existent Like nearly all caves Hayes see?
. Stevens told us that they use Pit has a legend. One former

three methods for discovering resident of the area informed 
neW cav®s* °P® is *he pensive us of a story told by the old 
researching through old books people who live around there.
0 ind references to caves. Maps They say a dog was missing 

||§g!g and aerlal surveys are the other in the cave for ten days at which One of the outstanding mem-
two sources. time it reappeared with no hair bers of the group was Mrs.

Spelunking as a sport is very ieft on ns body- Marjorie Major - a free lance
^ popular in Europe, especially * writer who wrote an article on

in France. The small group that Hayes Pit has been visited four the Caving clubs which appeared 
went on this particular trip were times by the Bluenose Society, in the current issue of The At-
among the handful of people ^ holds a special place in the iantic Advocate. Mrs. Major had
who have enjoyed this experience hearts of club members because never gone caving before - but was going to do with all the
which could be called under- *t was the first they ever ex- the reason she came with us -
ground mountain climbing. plored. The second time it was “I guess I sold myself on caving!’

It may seem strange that Don mapped and the third time the When asked for her impressions mail.”
S Stevens, a Commerce student C.B.C. filmed the whole expedi- on the exploration she remarked -

should become interested in this tion which subsequently was seen “It was thrilling, especially the
kind of sport. Said he. “I don’t across Canada on a special fea- entrance. I got just as dirty as
know whether it was my early tures television program, 
interest in rock-collecting or 
in dark places.”

Everyone liked the adventure 
v ' of cave-exploring and here are

some of the reasons why:
Bill Falkner, a second year 

Pre Med student commented:
“Caves appeal to me in the 
sense that you don’t often find 
an opportunity to explore one.”
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“Ya, what do you think 
I’m looking at? I knew there was 
a reason for the ladies-first 
convention.”
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The girls quickly found out the bats are friendly and 
don’t nest in your hair.

>

was the “great Bat robbery”. 
With Hallowe’en only one night

away we couldn’t resist bringing 
a bat back to Halifax. But we

almost lost it. Just as the bus 
was about to depart, the bat

photographs he took, Don ex
claimed, “Sell them for black-
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Some students in the group 
thought the cave could be useful 
for a number of things. It'd be

*
ft everyone said I would but if I ^ r , , ,, . ,

have the opportunity to do it again grei\t for holding Fraternity escaped - but once it was safely
parties. “No neighbours”, com- in its plastic bag again, hanging 
mented one. Another said: “Stu
dent Council is always looking for 
new places to meet. . . Why not 
here?”
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Stevens claims the cave was 

first discovered around the time * wouldn’t hesitate!” This seemed 
of Confederation. We found sev- be *he general concensus, 
eral dates and names scratched 
roughly on the soft gypsum walls, found his job a difficult one, 
The earliest date we came across “especially 
after a thorough search was 1874. chasms”. When asked what he

I upside down, we proceeded on our 
well,

'VIxt-'-

The Gazette’s two beautiful staffers escape from the cave after losing their guides. They 
are now organizing a search party to look for survivors next weekend.

way. And. ifDon Russell, our photographer
you see a bat flying around the 
city please return same to the 
Bat Cave on Quinpool Road.

in the narrow
A highlight of the expedition

*> m l XM
The Vice-President of the club, 

Jim Stevens had visited this par
ticular cave several times before 
and yet was not bored. The 
reason, Jim commented is that 
“The mystery of a cave, whether 
it be one you’ve explored before 
or not, is always there. I always 
discover something new. 
haps the new discoveries are 
within himself as well as within 
the physical aspects of the cave.

As Greg Mosher, a first year 
Science student neatly summed 
up, “When you’re inside a cave 
of that size you realize how 
really insignificant man is. That 
cave has probably been there 
for thousands of years.”

I think by the end of the ex
pedition we all realized how futile 
man’s efforts are in trying to 
conquer nature.
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Barry MacDonald, who’s taking 

third year science at Dal has 
always been interested in rock 
collecting said the trip gave him 
“a good chance to see gypsum 
formation, as well as an op
portunity to do something dif
ferent.”
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X».Elwood Sangster, a student at 
N.S. Tech taking mining engi
neering is also interested in 
geology and has been in mines 
before.
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Entering the unlit caverns of Dantes Inferno, the unending 
line of trepid explorers fathom the unknown depths.

But, he commented: * xT

13- *
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Photos by 

DON RUSSELL
Two members of the expedition check out a large crack in the cave wall for 

secondary route.
a possible
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Youth Pavilion, a haven for students \expo67 Crisis: 1) the different forms taken by the restlessness of youth,
2) divisions and opposition between older and younger generations,
3) delinquency. Other topics include the scientific and technological 
environment, the differences between youth on the six continents, 
and how these differences affect their social, economic and 
political roles.

Differences in age and education of visitors require that 
Expo’s appeal be of an emotional rather than strictly intellectual 

“It is an exhibition for youth. We would like to see Canada’S' nature. “Teaching” will be indirect and the emphasis placed on 
young people welcome those from all over the world. We hope they participation. The Activity sector of the Youth Pavilion has been 
will exchange views and ideas. Here is a wonderful opportunity planned with this in mind, and also as a complement to the Theme 
to discover the world. This can be their exhibition."

The speaker was Philippe de Gaspe Beaubien, Expo’s director 
of operations. His enthusiasm is contagious and with reason, waiting room between shows; visitors can refresh themselves at 
it’s that kind of Exhibition. the adjoining snack-bar counter. The lobby will also be used as

It is even more “that kind” of Exhibition for university a permanent art gallery. The art pieces and other exhibits which 
students. The fast-moving, dynamic, technological era Expo will will be shown here Will be the works of young people (paintings, 
represent the age they will inherit and mold. Students can learn, sculptures, photographs, graphic art, etc.) There will be at least 

and be amused. The main area for participation will be a dozen shows, lasting from one to two weeks each, 
the Youth Pavilion, which is geared to appeal to the 15 to 30 age

studio; rehearsals for some youth programs will take place there, 
and the programs will be Transmitted live from that sector.

The Amphitheatre of the Agora is the third key sector of 
activity. Most events will call for an active and spontaneous 
participation from the visitors: choirs, hootenanies, drama, folk 
dances and songs, gymnastics and sports demonstrations, festivals, 
integrated art shows. The selection of many of the participants 
in these different areas is not yet definite. Requests for infor
mation about participation should be addressed to: Youth Pavilion, 
Administration Building, Expo 67, MacKay Pier, Montreal, P.Q.

Swooshing rides, exotic boutiques, de luxe and inexpensive 
restaurants, very “in” bars and discotheques; La Ronde, Expo’s 
amusement area, swings.

In Fort Edmonton, visitors will be swept away by the flurry 
of the gold rush and the Gay Nineties - sheriffs and cowboys 
running through the streets, honky-tonk piano, barber-shop quartets 
and dancing girls in the Golden Garter Saloon, snacks in the 
Wake-up-Jake Saloon. The bright lights and “happenings” of 
Fort Edmonton contrast with the hide-away atmosphere of Le 
Village.

Chez Rose Latulipe, is where poor Rose’s sad tale is told, 
how she danced herself to death while under the spell of the devil’s 
violin. It’s a dance hall mostly for square-dancing and jigs, and 
while no food will be served, the bar may be a consolation. Then 
to repent, revelers can go to Le Réfectoire de 1‘Abbaye where 
monks will serve wine and cheese, and serenade them with 
accordions.

For international entertainment, Expo has the Garden of 
Stars. Teenagers will use it as a dance hall in the early evening, 
later, it becomes a night-club. The International Carrefour, with 
its series of restaurants, and small shops, the dancing waters 
and fireworks at midnight, the flume ride (log-shaped cabins 
shooting down towards Dolphin Lake), the Gyrotron: these are 
but a few of the attractions in La Ronde.

Expo’s employment opportunities will offer students an ef
fective and interesting means of participation. It has been estimated 
that 3,000 new employees will be needed, 650 of which could be 
students. Concessionnaires will need approximately 2,300 people 
for restaurants, boutiques, etc., and exhibitors might hire up to 
300 students.

A spokesman in the Personnel Office stressed that the 
Corporation “intends to make every human effort possible to 
hire university students.” This point was emphasized in view 
of the problems that arise: hiring dates (April 17-21) and training 
periods will fall before the end of the academic year, and students 
will have to return to lectures before the end of the Exhibition.

Once the study of personnel needs is complete and once the 
government has approved the positions, more details (where to 
apply, etc.) will be available.

Students will be required for such jobs as ticket collectors, 
ushers, parking lot and ride attendants, waiters, etc.

It is a two-way process, if young people, students, benefit 
from Expo, so will Expo, and indirectly the world we live in, 
benefit from their participation.

By LOUISE MORROW 
Public Relations 

EXPO ‘67

area.
The Lobby-Gallery can serve as a rest area, as well as a

amuse

THEATRE AREA The buildings are old, the streets narrow, and the doorways 
lead to darkly lit caves, smoky, noisy and provocative. This is 
the “forbidden” area where nothing is really sin but everything 
fun. . .If the impression visitors get is one of entering a sin bin, 
the Exhibition will be pleased. That’s what they paid the architect 
for.

group.
In the two sectors, Theme and Activity, young people will be 

introduced to themselves and to their contemporaries of 70 
nations, they will meet and exchange points of view. . . in casual 
chats or fierce debates, it doesn’t matter. . . it is the challenge 
that is important.

The present day world will be illustrated. What are the effects 
of this 1967 world on youth? How does youth react to it? What festival, theatre (plays by young authors; experimental and “avant-
does youth want to do with it? It is an impressive challenge, garde” theatre), music (recitals, soloists, small ensembles),
and the Theme sector will present 12 topics in different display meetings, lectures, etc. 
cells to meet it. For instance, cells VI and VII discuss The

The theatre area offers the best equipment and is the most 
suitable sector for first-quality cultural events. Its multiple- 
use function and its architecture enable it to shelter many dif
ferent kinds of activities.

The program will include an international amateur film
LE VILLAGE

In the heart of Le Village, the discotheque shakes with the 
big beat sounds. The bar and restaurant in the building are 
more subdued, but for the discotheque proper the motto is the 
louder the better, . .and if the “noise” filters into the other 
rooms, that’s all part of the fun.

The cafe-dansant is equipped and organized with all the 
facilities to transform it into a discotheque and “boite a chansons”. 
Jazz, folk singing, folk-rock groups, popular singers will be 
featured. At times, the cafe-dansant will also become a television|

South Africans to he deported?MvYwmt
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HASP 1 From Cape Town to Canada*>-
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tend the time another year. “This 
could be done for a period of five 
years giving immigrants chance 
to qualify as Canadian citizens”, 
said Goodfellow.

He continued, “It seems in
consistent ... Canada spends so 
much to encourage people such 
as these to come here and at 
the same time it is made dif
ficult overseas by the length of 
time of the waiting period, by 
the number of medical tests that 
must be paid for by applicants, 
and by the hardships that must 
be endured due to an oversight 
in processing papers.”

Mr. Goodfellow was encourag
ed in his work when word was 
received that the Neills’ applica
tion for Canadian citizenship was 
confirmed at Holland and they had 
passed the medical tests.

Certainly the Neills have 
proven their desirability as Ca
nadian citizens. The determina
tion shown in their trek to free
dom; the courage portrayed in 
acting on their own convictions; 
the desire to help themselves to 
a better way of life by working; 
their perseverence; their cour
tesy, evident in a television in
terview with Jim Bennett of Gaz
ette; their faith in Canada; surely 
these things must make their case 
one which requires every con
sideration. Their plea for free
dom from the dictatorship of 
their own country should not 
be met with deportation to prison, 
or possibly worse.

There is a necessity for law 
in all societies if order is to be 
the rule. But there is no law, no 
society, no country that can be 
called a product of democracy 
if it finds justification for send
ing seekers of freedom into the 
arms of dictators.

The last chapter of the book to 
be written by the Neills, ‘‘From 
Cape Town to Canada”, depends 
on Canadians for its joy or sad
ness.

Many wise people, trying to 
explain beatnicks and delinquents 
have said that today’s youth have 
no cause, no challenge, no new 
horizon. Is not the cause of jus
tice and freedom for every in
dividual an ever present chal
lenge to all?

treated and say so, you are called due to an oversight on the part 
a communist.” of the doctor who examined them,

their papers had been held up as 
one of the medical reports had 
not been sent forward. So, they 
were told, they must wait another 
three months or more.

BY ELIZABETH HISCOTT 
Gazette Features Writer

“It is sad to read that refugees 
from injustice should be threaten
ed with deportation instead of 
being welcomed with open arms 
by our authorities.”

This remark by Mr. Norman 
Lipschutz, author and publisher 
of Glace Bay and a. man familiar 
with the Nazi oppression of the 
Second World War, echoes the 
feelings of many Haligonians.

The tree and friendly port of 
Halifax is host to a young South 
African couple, Michael Neill 24, 
and his wife Eefke 20, who have 
chosen Canada as the country in 
which they hope to find freedom 
to live as individuals. Michael, 
of white South African ancestry 
and Eefke, whose ancestors were 
Dutch and French, have been or. 
dered deported to Africa.

The Neills left Cape Town be- 
cause they had the courage to dis
agree with the apartheid policy of 
the South African government and 
“if you feel the blacks are mis.

1 When Michael and Eefke decid
ed to leave Cape Town, Canada 
was their chosen goal because 
they had read of it and had seen 
pictures of it in The National 
Geographic magazine. Said 
Michael, “It has such beauty and 
vastness ... a spirit of indiviu- 
ality”.
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Discouraged and disappointed 

they impulsively gathered their 
courage and their savings and 
bought a ticket to Canada, and on 
September 30 they landed at the 

To reach this goal the Neills Halifax International Airport, 
hitch-hiked across Africa to Eur- They had faith that they could 
ope into Holland living in a tent obtain the proper status as inl
and working at odd jobs along the migrants when their papers ar- 
way. In Holland they applied for rived. Later, they would seek 
emigration papers to Canada and Canadian citizenship and Michael, 
had the necessary medical tests a qualified navigator, could study 
done. As they were told that they forestry and animal preservation 
would have to wait three months in British Columbia, while Eefke 
to have the papers processed they could finish her Arts degree and 
set out on a trek through Germany teach. Such were their dreams, 
and Yugoslavia, earning money 
at different jobs and gathering the Neills went to the Department 
material from experience to of Immigration to inquire if their 
write a book in the future called, papers had come through and 
“From Cape Town to Canada”, were informed that their time 

At the end of three months they would run out at midnight Oct. 
returned to Holland to find that, 26, and thereafter they would be

in Canada illegally. Also they 
were violating their visas by 
working in Halifax. The Dept, of 
Immigration would find it nec
essary to issue a deportation 
order after that date.
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Just before their visas expired

a

; In Praise of 
Older W)men...

I

On Nov. 4, the order for de
portation was issued. Mr. Walter 
Goodfellow, a Halifax lawyer who 
offered Ms help, immediately fil
ed an appeal with the Immigra
tion Board. Said Michael, “If we 
are deported, we will jump ship”.

The Neills felt that “a van 
would be waiting to take them to 
prison if they returned to South 
Africa”, because they had spoken 
against the government policy.

Said Mr. Goodfellow in an in
terview, “The whitepaper issue ' 
by the government in Canada stat
ed July 8 as the date from which 
stricter policy would require that 
all immigrants to Canada first 
qualify as immigrants through an 
overseas office.” He continued 
that he would appeal to the Minis
ter of Immigration if he must and 
at his own discretion the minis
ter could issue a permit granting 
a year as legal residents in Can
ada, and at the end of this term 
a renewal of the permit would ex-

(Photo by JIM BARLOW)*
Richard II Books: Terry Donnelly

BY INGRID LeFORT
The convention of presenting an annual Shakespeare spec

tacular unfortunately seems to be becoming established at Dal.
Shakespeare has limited audience appeal, and always de

mands a large cast which means that the individual actor gets 
a proportionately small share of director-actor contact. Thus 
actors and hence the production cannot be as good as an equiva- 
lent small-cast play.

Theatre didn’t die with Shakespeare - it lives yet. Period 
plays are interesting to see occasionally, but if we’re going to 
have a university drama program, surely its staple fare should 
be real, live, modern theatre experiences.

However, The Dal Drama Workshop production of Richard 
II was far more refined than their Shakespeare debacles of pre
vious years.

within the theme, exploring its 
various aspects, and emphasizing 

one: that older women are in
finitely better lovers than giggly 
young girls.

The result is that he has written 
a mature, tasteful book, fascinat
ing to read and perhaps even 
significant as a didactic novel.
One does not necessarily have 
to be a proponent of free sex 
to enjoy the treatment Vizinczey 
has given to this theme.

He never bores us with page- 
long medical lessons ala John 
Cleland. He doesn’t euphemize 
about anything, nor does he offend 
us by using vulgar terms out of 
context. The language at all times 
is the language of Andra Vajda 
and the people he encounters.

And Vajda is quite a character.
He is extremely frank, as quick 
to point out his failures as he 
is to note his successes. An 
element of humor pervades the 
whole book, and parts of it are 
extremely funny. Nonetheless, 
nothing detracts from the moral 
Vajda wants to put across.

The book is “dedicated older 
women and addressed to young t 
men” - with the purpose of §4; 
connecting the two. No incident 
fails to teach the young men 
something, and no type of woman 
escapes judgment.

Vajda seems to live in a 
bachelor’s paradise when he is 
in Europe. The women 
older women, at least — are 
warm, mature, and responsive.
But when he arrives in Canada 
toward the end of the narrative, 
the whole tone of the novel 
changes. The sexual climate, for
merly so warm and friendly, 
becomes cold and hostile.

This chapter is titled “On 
Grown Women as Teenage 
Girls”, and begins with the quota
tion “sex on the moon”. After 
a few affairs with women who 
are either indifferent or “merci
lessly irrational”, he is forced 
to conclude that true older women 
are rare indeed in this country.

He doesn’t have too many kind 
words for Canadian bachelors 
either. A taxi driver warns him: 
“When you’d grab a girl, a Ca
nadian grabs another drink. The 
place is full of fat men and un
happy women.” Vajda finds out 
this is perfectly true.

The book, as a whole, succeeds 
amazingly well. It is a real 
pleasure to see Canadian writing 
leap into popular fiction of an 
international sort. It is an even 
greater pleasure to see sex dis
cussed like any other theme in 
literature, without blushing self- 
consciousness or dull cata
loguing.

In Praise of Older Women: 
the amorous recollections of 
Andras Vajda By Stephen Vizinc
zey Ballantine (95Ç) 225 pp.
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Unlike most Canadian writers, 
Stephen Vizinczey has not chosen 
to write of things distinctively 
Canadian, such as small prairie 
towns or Torontonian pseudo
sophistication. In fact, the subject 
matter of this little novel is 
something distinctively un-Cana
dian — sex, or, more explicitly 
free sex.

In Praise of Older Women pur
ports to be the sexual autobio
graphy of one Andras Vajda, a 
philosophy professor at the Uni
versity of Saskatoon. With this 
deliberately prosaic setting ends 
the “CanadiaMty” of the book. 
Vajda takes us back to his boy
hood in wartime Hungary and 
Austria, where he began his 
career at the tender age of twelve, 
acting as a pimp for the American 
army.

That’s only the beginning. As he 
grows up, he has experiences with 
young girls, matrons, virgins, 
and just about every other sub
species that might be imagined. 
He gets involved in the 1956 
revolution, flees to Italy for a 
quick affair with a frigid woman, 
and finally ends up emigrating to 
Canada, where he continues his 
hobby as best he can.

So far, the book sounds like 
just another Frank Harris-type 
sexual diary. But it isn’t — and 
this, as I see it, is where the 
book leaves the common run of 
sex-obsessed novels and 
emerges into uniqueness.

For the past fifty years people 
like D.H. Lawrence have been 
trying to make physical love an 
acceptable subject for treatment 
in fiction. They succeeded, but 
unfortunately many novelists 
have never realized this, and are 
still carrying on the campaign.

As a result, the average novel 
in its own self-consciousness 
is apt to offend us either by 
hedging or by being crudely blunt. 
And it will probably never get 
further into its subject than mere 
anatomical descriptions.

Vizinczey, however, is not out 
to win any battles. He recognizes 
he is dealing with what is now a 
legitimate theme in literature, 
and this new theme can be handled 
in countless ways. He works
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Ripley, excellent,
John Ripley, as Richard, was excellent. This actor has a 

fine voice and knows how to use it. His movements, however, 
were not up to the same standard and his footwork often dis- 
tractingly inappropriate.

Ripley’s Richard obviously paced the other actors, particu
larly Messrs. McClymont, French, Dunphy and Blake who turn
ed in remarkably good performances as Bolingbroke, York, 
Gaunt, and Northumberland respectively. Mr. McClymont has 
an excellent voice but gave it and his character little range. We 
hope to see Mr. Blake in Dirty Work at The Crossroads next 
term.
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■■Nancy White was badly miscast as Richard’s queen.
Whilst the “stage picture” was often quite lovely,the play 

was generally static. Stage movement was a little too obviously 
point to point - even Richard was guilty in this. We like to see 
nice groupings on stage, but they should not be preserved at the 
expense of motivated movements.

Gestures were used far too seldom. The focal point of the 
stage picture should be interesting to watch — in this produc
tion it rarely was. Movement, both of groups and individuals, 
was unrealistically sparse.
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One Week Only!! ■

Costumes
The costumes aided this style and proved that Carnaby 

Street colours are nothing new. But although they were too new, 
and at times dashingly fluorescent, they made statements about 
the characters and the play, and once they established them- 
selves, their cut and colours were quite fascinating.

The whole play came strikingly together in the second act 
“mirror” scene. It was awesome to watch costumes, blocking, 
lighting, and Ripley’s acting blend, settle and close in on the 
key scene of the play.

On the whole, Richard n was a good production. Its main 
fault was the choice of play.

the
Each of these smash 
new albums:

Regular $4.20

Special Sale Price $2.98
(Mono Only) Films

Do Fakes Matter?SORRY! ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER
By SHERRY HEINZ 

On Tuesday, November 1, an 
art film entitled “Do Fakes Mat
ter” was shown in the Arts and 
Administration building. Even 
thougji the film was shown at 
noon, a time convenient to most 
students, it was not well attended.

' The film dealt not with copies, 
but with artistic fakes which 
require some orginality on the 
part of the forger. Such paint
ings have qualities which appeal, 
not so much to art galleries as 
to private collectors. They 
cheaper than the real thing, and 
look just as good to the casual

ouserver. Fakes often fulfill the 
desires of individual buyers for 
rare and original works of art 
by famous men whose work is 
difficult to locate and identify.

All fakes are exposed by time. 
Good art is beautiful, but fakes 
are often ugly and vulgar. Faces 
in such a painting frequently be
tray it as a forgery because the 
false artist usually portrays the 
type of facial repre .entatlon 
which has contemporary artistic 
popularity. Fakes do not matter 
as much as is generally felt, 
because a vital principle of art 
is lacking in them - tiey create

C.U.S. CARDS & COUPONS INVALID 
WHILE THIS OFFER IN EFFECT

PRAM’S iThe Lesson
art from art rather than from 
individual perception. Since for
gers paint only for the commer
cial market, their work lacks the 
life and spirit of a creative 
flame.

The end of ‘The Lesson’ as is it was presented in Arts and 
Administration building. Using the confined and limited facil
ities provided by the lecture hall student director Chris 
Brooks managed to create a challenging piece of drama.

Lord Nelson Shopping Arcade
are



Intramural SportsBasketball Roster Race tightens for grid titleBy GARY HOLT First of a Series

Gerry Smith (Comm). Volleyball Education is leading the way with and Dents and Arts with 5) But 
saw all the faculties compete in 44 points but are closely followed this could be altered radically 
a very closely contested tourna- by Law with 35. (Meds 33, Science this weekend with the mostexcit- 
ment which was won by Pharm- 30, Commerce 24, Engineers 10, ing of all the fall DA AC activities. 
Ed. They were followed by 
Science, Commerce and Engi
neers.

The annual Cross country run 
drew twenty-six competitors on 
the foggy morning of homecoming 
weekend. A foursome of Lovett,
Haugge, Wood, and Waddell of 
Law had the lowest point total.
They were closely followed by 
Medecine and Pharm-Ed.

With the conclusion of these 
minor sports and the impending 
finish of the football season the 
following Intramural standings do 
not look too relevant. Pharmacy-

With only one week remaining 
in the Intramural Football League 
it would appear that all faculties 
are anxious to add to their In- 
tramural point total by winning 
their respective league cham
pionships and gaining an extra 
five points. League one has only 
nine points separating the top four 
teams (Meds 26, Law 24, Dents 
23, and Science 17). In the other 
league Meds holds a one point 
over Law. Playoffs involving the 
top four teams will commence 
next week.

The first tournament sport of 
the year was played on the Bad
minton courts of the gymnasium 
with success by Douglas Rankin 
of Science. He was followed by 
Derek Wentzel (Pharm-Ed) and
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Wet or dry Q>
oaval oe *TOM BEATTIE

Tom is in his third year at 
Dalhousie University and returns 
this year to captain the Tigers. 
Last year he was the Most Val
uable Player as he led the team 
in abounding with a total of 292 
for a per game average of 13.3. 
His scoring was also an import
ant factor in the teams success 
as he compiled a 17.2 points per 
game average. Tom’s hometown 
is Bridgetown, Nova Scotia where 
he led Bridgetown Regional High 
School to two Provincial Champ, 
ionships. Standing six foot six, 
Tom has the rebounding skill and 
desire to get the ball when it 
counts and lead the team to 
success this season.

FOULSHOTS
The general outlook for basket

ball at Dalhousie is exceptionally 
good this year,, as returning 
veterans and promising rookies 
give Dal a strong contender for 
League Honours. It will be a tough 
fight as Saint Mary’s look strong

GEORGE HUGHES
George is another third year 

man at Dalhousie who comes from 
New Waterford, NovaScotia. Last 
year he lead the Tigers in scoring 
with 390 points for a 17.7 per 
game average. At six feet even, 
George is tough rebounder shown 
by the fact that he was third on 
the team with an even 100 last 
year. Having had four thirty plus 
point games last year George 
showed he could score and it 
is felt he will exceed that this 
season.

Being a tough agressive defen
der George often is called upon 
to guard the opposition’s best 
player and in this way enables 
the team to attack even when play
ing defense. This will be an im
portant role in a successful year 
for Dalhousie.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENTMONTREAL (CUP) - Whether have yet to determine at what 
Sir George Williams University functions liquor should, or could,

be served.becomes ‘‘wet” or remains 
“dry” will depend on how stu
dents answer a questionnaire to 
be distributed here.

1967

National
RatingsThe questionnaire was com

piled by a sub-committee of the 
University Council on Student 
Life, formed to study the serving 
of liquor to students on campus 
as part of university functions.

Applications and information booklets are now available in the 
Placement Office and in Departments.

Please submit your application by 15 November. 1966. to 
ensure fullest consideration "

Heading into the final week of 
play, the college football ratings 
look like this:

Should the questionnaire indi
cate students are generally in
favor of the proposal, the com
mittee will request the Board of 
Governors approve an initial test, 
a committee spokesman said.

While committee members are 
generally in favor of serving li
quor on university premises, they

1. Queen's
2. Toronto
3. Waterloo Lutheran
4. Western
5. Saint Francis Xavier
6. British Columbia
7. McMaster
8. St. Mary’s
9. Manitoba
10. Saskatchewan

to

EMPLOYMENT OFFICER, 
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, 
OTTAWA 7, ONTARIO

and as always Acadia and Saint 
Francis Xavier will put strong 
units on the floor. From here I 
say we have as good a chance as 
anyone.

Qtyr S>ljopBy Ray Jotcham

Plato, in his Allegory of the Cave, held that, as a man in 
a deep pit in a cave never see the creators of the shadows that 
he may see on the walls of the cave, so can we never learn the 
reality of anything, but simply form ideas of these new realities. 
Hence, what is real to one person may be false to another. Oc
casionally, bridge hands may arise in which the shadow is often 
more real than reality itself. Witness the following account 
(after covering the South hand and either the West or the East 
hand):

CLOTHES FOR THE COLLEGE GIRL.

from

CANADIAN AND EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS

Playing in 7 NT, South wins the opening club lead, and cashes 
a second round of clubs, all following. Now follows five rounds 
of spades, West following suit once, and then discarding the eight 
of hearts and three clubs. Now a third club is cashed, and both 
defenders start thinking as follows: “If declarer has a diamond, 
then it is my duty to hold on to all my diamonds as I have the 
only stopper.” Hence, both defenders throw a heart. Now, on 
declarer’s last club, these previous thoughts are intensified, and 
again both defenders part with a heart. Now declarer says a 
small prayer and notes that the outstanding hearts now fall 
under his ace, and he takes the last three tricks with the nine, 
four, and three of hearts. Note that if the defenders discard 
correctly, declarer can not make the hand. However, it is one 
thing to look at all four hands, and then discard correctly, and 
another thing to actually come up with the play at the table. 
It is this element of perpetual puzzlement that makes the king 
among card games.

—The Shop of Distinction—

Halifax Shopping Centre 
Phone 455-4370

T.A. KICKING PROP.

S. 8 6 
H. 5 2
D. AK97543 
C. 4 2

starting now. The first inter
squad game will be November 
30th when the first cuts will be 
made. Those cut may then play 
Junior Varsity if they wish. The 
first J.V. practice is December 
1. The final Varsity cut will be 
made January 6 before the first 
game. Anyone interested in bas
ketball should come to condition
ing now!
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ATTENTION!
ITS ALL YOURS IN
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SWEATERS,
SKIRTS,
SLIMS
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How can you HELP 
but be seen in this 
perfectly matching 
"slim" outfit by Kitten ?
The machine-washable 100% 
English Botany wool 
full-fashioned raglan 
shoulder beauty features a 
high turtle-neck and long 
sleeves. It has a zipper in 
the back, is mothproof 
and comes in all the 
exciting new shades for 
Fall. And the superbly 
tailored pure wool worsted 
slims are woven from 100% 
superfine English Botany 
wool. In addition to being 
dry-cleanable. they’re dyed 
to-perfectly-match any 
Kitten Botany wool sweater. 
At all fine shops everywhere.
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Women’s
Sports

Girls Committee 
for recreation

By Sheila
If you are looking for a way to sent DGAC on the Athletics Corn- 

give vent to study blues, or if you mittee recently formed of alumni, 
just wish there were some easily faculty members and students, 
accessible way to get some ex- Kathy is vice-president of the 
ercise for fun rather than for club. That’s all the news for this 
competition, why not join in on week. Don’t forget - you belong 
some of the recreational activi- to the Dalhousie Girls Athletic 
ties offered under the Dalhousie Club. Don’t let that word “ath- 
Girls’ Athletic Club. You might letic” frighten you because it 
be surprised to know that you are would better express the~pur- 
a member of this athletic club - pose of the club if it were sub- 
every girl on campus automatic- stituted by “recreational ”, 
ally holds a membership. Too few Those girls who use their mem- 
girls are aware of the informality bership have fun - come and find 
and “non-skill” activities of- out, why don’t you. Welcome to 
fered, so that their membership the club, 
is never used. If you feel that you 
have been neglecting a good thing 
in this club, you’re right. Give 
some real thought to coming out 
for an event that interests you - 
just for the fun of it!

At the last DGAC executive 
meeting held two weeks ago, 
different events in the winter

Field Hockey

Varsity
shutoutprogramme were suggested. 

Curling, broomball, gymnastics, 
skating parties and now football 
are in the offing. During this fall 
season some of the activities go
ing on are: Modern Dance started

By SHEILA GICK 
Women’s Sports Editor

The Varsity Field Hockey team 
November 9 and will be held every lost by a narrow 1-0 this past 
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the weekend against Mount St. Ber- 
gym. The Gymnastics Club meets nard in Antigonish. This game 
every Friday 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. followed two successful efforts 
Figure skating began November 8 of the team during Fall Festival 
and will be held throughout the weekend, 
winter season on Tuesday morn
ings 7:30 to 9:00 and Thursday that weekend, they pulled through 
mornings 9:00 to 10:00. An in- with a win and a tie. In a Friday 
structor is needed for either of afternoon game against Mount 
these times - contact Mrs. Kay St. Vincent, SandySkiffington with 
Bisakowski in the gym office if four goals and Heather MacKin- 
you’re interested in instructing, non with two goals brought the 
Keep Fit Classes are held Tues- Dal team to a 6-0 shutout. In a 
day evenings at 7:30 in the gym. Saturday game against Acadia 
Belle Clayton is in charge of here on Studley Field, Dal tied 
these sessions. Ping pong will be the score at two all. Heather Mac- 
played from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. Kinnon scored the last Dal goal 
on November 28th in the gym. on a penalty bully in the last 
This is really informal fun and second of play, 
everyone can play this game. Just 
in case you feel defeated before weekend the Dal team travelled 
you start most games! The YMCA to the Winter Games Tryouts, 
will be the scene of a Fun Night in their first match they 
on November 21st, 8-9 p.m. defeated by Prince Andrew High 
Novelty races will be held in the School, then rallied to defeat 
pool. Although this event takes Sidney Steven High School. They 
place at the Y MCA, it is strictly a were knocked out of the tourna- 
“girls only” affair. Thought ment when they lost to Acadia 
you’d be relieved! in the third of a three game

This past weekend two DGAC series. The score was a close 
events were held. Both were 16-14 for that game. Clare Dis- 
poorly attended, due possibly to trict High School won the tourna- 
the omnipresence of mid-term ment and will travel to Quebec 
examinations. Only three teams City in February for the Winter 
were timed for the cycling com- Games competition, 
petition around the football field.
Alpha Gamma turned in the best Game trials, the Volleyball team 
time of 12’ 3”, then Pi Phi is looking good in local leagues, 
came through with 11» 42” and Dal tops the Halifax-Dartmouth 
Arts pulled up the rear with Senior Ladies Volleyball League. 
10’ 8”. Bowling was held Sunday in exhibition games on October 
at the Halifax Shopping Centre. 24 Dal won all their games against 
More faculties were represented Fairview and Kings, and against 
at this event with the final line- Stadacona by default. On October 
up looking like this: Physiother- 31, the team once again won all 
apy 1st, Education 2nd, Physio- their 
therapy II and Pharmacy tied showed 
for 3rd place, Nursing came 15-0; 
fourth and Shirreff Hall girls 15-4; Dal-Kings 17-15, 15-0. 
came last. All had a good time.

Interfaculty volleyball was Volleyball Tournament held at 
cancelled all last week due to Truro on October 25. The team 
Richard II monopolizing the gym. won all their games against Mount 
The games restarted on Monday, a 
The schedule is in the Dal-O-

In their most recent games

In Varsity Volleyball this past

were

Despite losses at the Winter

games. The scoreboard 
Dal-Fairview 15-13, 

Dal-Shearwater 15-1;

Dal also won the Invitational

Nova Scotia Teacher’s Col
lege’s team A and team B. Helen 

Gram. The play-offs will be No- Murray was the stand-out player 
vember 21st and 23rd. On Novem
ber 19th the DGAC girls are ment, 
responsible for introducing the The Intercollegiate Volleyball 
Boys varsity basketball team so Tournament will be held in the 
be on hand to meet the team and Dal and King’s Gymnasiums 
cheer them on. November , 18, 19th. Cheering

A welcome to Heather Stewart squads are welcome. The next 
who will be Dental Hygiene’s Varsity game will be played at 
representative on the DGAC ex- Wolfville against Acadia on Nov- 
ecutive. Also congratulations to ember 11.
Kathy Macintosh who will repre-

and high-scorer of the tourna-

on

Basketball conditioning is
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Vi ithout this label it is not a genuine KITTEN.
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WATCH
for the

Brick Mitzvah

A AfÜbt,', V*

THE CANADIAN 
METEOROLOGICAL SERVICE

offers
professional careers to bachelor graduates in

MATHEMATICS-PHYSICS
(GENERAL, MAJORS, and HONOURS COURSES)

as
METEOROLOGISTS - (about 15 graduates required)
Successful candidates are enrolled, at full salary, in a 2 year 
Master's degree course in Meteorology at McGill University, 
the University of Toronto, or the University of Alberta 
( Edmonton) Q

and

METEOROLOGICAL OFFICERS - (about 50 graduates required! 
Successful candidates are given a 7 month in-service training 
program and then posted to the various civilian and National 
Defence weather offices across Canada,

These opportunities offer good pay, challenging work and 
numerous employee benefits.

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS-. NOVEMBER 16 and 17, 1966

Full details, applications and interview appointments available at 
your Placement Office.

nY
There's room

grads
NBTel

for
at

MAKE A DATE WITH YOUR FUTURE!

On November 23 & 24,
Representatives from the New Brunswick Tele- 
Dhone Company, Limited, will be on Campus to 
talk about YOUR FUTURE WITH NBTEL.
You can now make an appointment with your 
Placement Office if you are graduating in 
• Engineering • Commerce • Science • Arts 

• Business Administration

NBTel

Something New Every Day!

The Dalhousie Book Store
Features:

•T^eAc/uhezi-Tëktboofea •Statüwwuj -Supplies 

• Laho%afZHy -Supplies ePope/t"Bocks

•Betteo Quality Spoofs 

• Ce/uuuies cutd Jetuelleay

u>ecut

One-stop shopping for every student 
Business Hours - Mon. to Fri. From 9 ’til 5

in the basement of the Chem. Bldg. Extension

Ne« DALHOUSIE BOOK STORE On Campus 
For Convenience
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» No lobster for another yearm
Ff st %

i
V *Hs.*6 w DENNIS PERLIN 

SPORTS EDITOR
let alone, two weeks In a row. This week’s star, a defensive 
Last, but not least, SMU was big- player for the second game in a 
ger and more experienced. They row, was Eric Kranz. Kranz was 
completely wore our team down; tackling all over the field, caught 
witness, the last 20 minutes of the an interception and made 
game when they scored at will, lent punt and kick-off 

However, all was not dark for 
the Black and Gold. On offense,
Ross Nesbitt ran tremendously except that Dal pi 
picking up 59 yards in 4 carries ^ could and lost, 
for an average of 14.7 yards a 
carry. Bob Daigle collected 37 
yards. Quarterback Doug Quack- 
enbush served notice that he will

m 4M ST. MARY'S 55 - TIGERS NIL*r. < *
Jv,

Last Saturday marked the close appearance by Keith, both were punts for an average of only 25 
of the Dalhousie Tiger’s football through for the day. Early in the yards a punt. The punter was not 

, v. season. It ended on a sad note and first half, Dave Crocker was re- handed the best of snaps nor given 
- hence the less said the better, duced to hobbling while Barry the greatest blocking. Along with

WMé£. t, _ , , _ _ De ville was out of the lineup this, the penalties came at bad
It was the Lobster TrapGame, altogether, 

emblematic of Halifax college

■- -
cel- 

rr «urns.
4

m
tf.%

Well, what more can be said, 
d as best

: ;X: f
times.

Thirdly, the game unfortun
ately was anti-climatic after last 

and lost the ball three times,two week’s great performance
What happened? Well, a number of which were after fine gains and against Acadia. Spirit displayed

r;, of things. First and foremost was inkey situations. Also we threw by our Tigers in the Acadia game
.* our injury problem. Of course, two interceptions. Sure-handed is “a once a season thing”; it is

:S<:. • Bill Stanish was out, but as if John Tilley had “one of those almost impossible to get that
•r* - that was not bad enough, Cam days when nothing goes right.” fired-up more than once a season,

- Trotter and Keith Kingsbury Mel Ritcey was not blessed with ——----------------------------------------
| were injured early in the first any luck either. Our punting re- 

half and except for one later turned to its old state — six

. „ Secondly, it just wasn’t our day
football supremacy. We lost to the for breaks. We fumbled five times 
St. Mary’s Huskies 55-0.’.m Our overall record this season 

was 2 wins, 1 tie, and 6 losses.
It was better than last season 
when you count the tie and the 

, , number of “should-have-done- *
year as he pounded out 31 yards betters”. Next season? You pre
like a real pro.

<

be doing a lot more running nextZ
A■»

-

Let’s Talk 
Hockey

::z

Would. . •»»- »4 é
■*- m

*"
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Tigers on defensive with Dave McMaster
(Photo by DON RUSSEL)

Walford steps up practice tempo like to 
join us?

Little 500 The past week saw the Tigers working very hard in order to make 
up the time they have lost to the other teams in the league. Dal was 
the last club to take the ice as a result of the rinks being used for 
social events. The delay has forced coach Walford to intensify the 
amount of material to be covered in each practice session. This is 
exemplified by the fact that the first time a full equipment practice 
was held, just three days after the first on ice drills, they had a 
scrimmage. The remainder of the week was spent on exercising 
specific skills and the initial aspects of the system coach Walford 
plans to use this season.

Studley Track, site of 
Saturday's bike races

We’re Canada's largest manufacturer of telecommunication 
equipment and cables, both power and communications.
Sales in 1965 exceeded $350,000,000—an increase of 44% in 
four years.
Our plants are located at Montreal, Lachine, Ottawa, Belleville, 
Toronto and London, and our sales and distribution houses stretch 
from coast to coast.
Our International Operations Division is developing world-wide 
markets.
We do our own research and development in the largest and most 
modern laboratory in Canada —more than 800 people work in R. & D.
Of our 22,000 employees, over 1,700 are university 
graduates: they comprise more than 60% of middle management 
and more than 90% of top management.
Although more than half the 1967 grads we hire will be for 
technical assignments, the balance will be from a wide range of 
non-technical degrees and disciplines.
Our starting salaries are substantial. Your performance will 
be evaluated at regular intervals and increases will be based 
on these evaluations.
To encourage your professional growth we have liberal tuition 
refund plans, scholarships and bursaries for our employees.
We provide excellent employee protection in the form of sickness 
benefits, life insurance, company-subsidized medical plans and 
non-contributory pensions.
If you'd like to work for an all-Canadian Company that is a 
leader in its field and is daily breaking ground with new and 
exciting projects, ask your Placement Officer for an appointment 
with our recruiters.
They'll be on campus shortly.

MAJOR PROBLEMS
The major problem facing the coach is the ability of his numerous 

rookies to learn the various routines that are contingent upon speci- 
fic game conditions. The seriousness of this problem was partially 
allayed by the results of an intra-squad game held last Saturday 
night. The allocation of personnel to the Black or White teams 
was based primarily on the results of a series of speed and agility 
tests held during the afternoon practice. All players showed that 
they had grasped the basic fundamentals of the system and the 
result was a well played game.

contact with vehicle within zone 
once entered.
(3) relief rider must make con
tact with vehicle within his own 
zone
(4) incoming rider m a y be 
caught by team menser only.

D Finish:
•the winner is the team with 
the first bicycle to complete 
200 official laps.
-the time is taken as front 
wheel crosses the start-finish 
line
-two, but only two, “insurance” 
laps are mandatory.

•the starting pistol is fired as 
each team completes 200 laps.

On Saturday November the weight may be carried evenly on 
twelfth at 10 a.m. the new track the hands and arms, 
at Studley field will be utilized 3. Swing the left leg high rather 
for the famous Dalhousie Little than forward so that weight may 
500. It is expected that all facul- drop straight down onto the seat 
ties will
fifth running of the fifth mile of the bicycle, 
bicycle race. Much of the carnival 4. The right leg may be placed 
atmosphere which thrills thous- on the right pedal, or it may 
ands every year at Indianapolis be placed on the ground so that 
will be present at the commence- a “flying mount” may be made, 
ment of the race and through- 5. Either a “stirrup” or “flying” 
out its duration. Science Main- mount is acceptable, the point to 
tains that it will retain the trophy consider is success, 
that it won last year at such a 6. It is important to appreciate 
commanding margin. The chal- that exchanges must be made slow 
lenge will be answered on Satur- enough to be efficient, hasty ex

changes, which are wobbly, will 
The following p i e c e s of Infor- result in fails and excessive loss 

mation should be of interest to of time and possible accidents, 
both riders and fans.

compete in this the and is not carried past the centre

IMPRESSIVE FORWARD
The most impressive forward line of the night was the Black 

team’s combination of Mahoney, MacPherson and Levitz. These 
three could provide Dal with much needed scoring power if they 
can learn to think and act as a unit and not as individuals. When one 
of them breaks from the pattern, as happened during Saturday's 
game, the other two rendered ineffectual. Another performer of 
interest for the Black team was defenseman Bob Cyr. He has a good 
shot and the ability to lug the puck out of his own end. However, 
Cyr too often gets caught up ice after his rush and must learn to 
hustle back into position after making his play. If he is able to 
achieve this then Bob will provide a definite asset to the club.

The White team’s defensive duo of Moore and Rogers also showed 
definite possibilities. Rogers has good size and speed while Moore 
is a good playmaker and has an excellent shot.

John Bell, who has the first string net minding job, showed a 
marked tendency to going down too often and too soon. However, 
towards the end of the scrimmage he was staying on his feet 

Sunday, November 6. Inter- which resulted in many fine shots. At the other and Dave Andrews 
squad Meet (Black Bombers vs and Peter Hebb were vying with one another for the second string 
Yellow Yeggs) (YWCA) job>

Friday, November 11. Dal
housie at Acadia (Wolfville 7:30 
p.m.)

Sunday, November 13. Rookie - 
Pro (YWCA)

Sunday, November 20. Tele
graphic Meet-Western Ontario- 
Tige rs only

Saturday, November 26. Dal 
Relay Carnival (YWCA-6:30- 
9:30)

A Sunday in December. Tele
graphic Meet with Guelph Uni
versity (to be arranged)

Saturday, January 7. Nova 
Scotia Opens - Halifax

Friday, January 13. Mount Al
lison and UNB at Dalhousie 
(Shearwater-7:00-10:00 p.m.)

Saturday, January 21. Dal
housie Gala (YWCA) 6:30-10:00 

Friday, January 27. Dalhousie 
at UNB (4:30)

Saturday, January 28. Dal
housie at Mount Allison (1:30)

Saturday, February 4. Mount 
Allison Winter Carnival (not de
finite)

Saturday, February 11. Acadia 
at Dal (YWCA) 6:30-9:00 

Sunday, February 12. Not de
finite yet

Saturday, February 18 and Sun
day February 19. Atlantic open 
(Halifax)

Saturday, February 25. MIA A 
and MWIAA Championships at 
Mount Allison

day at the track.

Swim
Schedule

7. Before moving into the rail 
HINTS FOR RIDERS-LITTLE 500 it is important that sufficient

speed is developed and that there
1. Seat high enough to permit is at least two bicycle lengths 
leg to straighten out to approx- free in front of the inside rider, 
imately 170 degrees.
2. Handle bars low.

BICYCLE

Catcher: DALHOUSIE TIGERS AND 
TIGERBE LLESCHEDULE1. Face the rail rather than the

3. Tighten cones, saddle, pedals dismounting rider, so you can
and handle bars before each work move sideways with the weight of 
out and before each race. the rider.
4. Bicycle should be kept well 2. Start to move with the dis- 
lubricated. COACH PLEASED

In the final analysis the coach was well pleased with the progress 
that has been displayed so far. Another intra-squad game is sched
uled for the Saturday prior to the Tigers initial league encounter 
with the Acadia Axemen on November 19 at 8 p.m. in the Dal rink. 
I mentioned last week that go ale r Mike Kennie and veterans Dave 
McClymont and Bill Stanish would more than likely be lost to the 
Tigers this season. Apparently this will not be the case. Mike 
Kennie has decided to give his knee a good tryout and if the results 
are favourable he will join the fight for the back-up goal tending job. 
Dave McClymont looks much better and claims he is feeling well 
after a week of rest. He will rejoin the team this week and if Dave 
can take care of his health he will certainly be the cornerstone 
of the Dal defense. Bill Stanish, injured during the football game 
against Acadia, expects to have the pin in his shoulder removed 
within two weeks and hopes to be ready to go early in December.

SLAPSHOTS
After Saturday’s intra-squad game Coach Walford will make his 

final cuts. Those not making the Varsity will come under the able 
direction of coach Bellemere for further training. At any time 
during the season a junior varsity player, showing the necessary 
skills, can move up to the Varsity.

The girls varsity hockey team took to the ice last Monday 
morning with such cries as “I’ll never smoke again” following the 
initial workout. If there are any girls who have not yet signed up 
to play but would like to will they please contact Miss Paddy 
Thomas 422-5086.

mounting rider as he comes into 
the pit area.
3. Place your right arm under

EXCHANGES 
Dismounting Rider:
1. Stoppedalingwell before enter- the riders arms against his body

so that his hands are free.
2. Incoming rider should coast RULE IV - THE RACE 
in to exchange zone with speed A. The start shall have: 
controlled by braking.
3. Leave the pedal arms at a 
horizontal position, with the right 
pedal forward.
4. Dismounting rider should leave 
bicycle from the rear.
5. When leaving place one hand 
on handle bar post, the other on 
the front of the saddle.
6. Endeavour to leave bicycle at 
beginning of exchange zone.
7. Allow “catcher” to prevent 
your momentum from carrying 
you out of exchange zone or into B The running 
rider attempting to mount.

ing exchange zone.

-bicycles lined up three in a 
row with as many rows as 
necessary
-starting position based upon 
performance in time trials 
-each row separated by one 
wheel diameter
•once around track following 
pace car and resulting in fly. 
ing start at top speed 
-timing commencing with firi ng 
of starting pistol as first row 
crosses start-finish line.

Northern Electric
COMPANY LIMITED

“cutting” in front of another
8. Control direction bicycle with rider must be done so as not 
the hand on the saddle when leav- to interfere with rear riders’ 
ing by the rear.
9. Keep the body weight prim- passing on front riders’ left is
arily on the hand which is on the permitted if distance between 
front of the saddle. passes and curb (or other rider)
Mounting rider: (from right hand is mininun of four (4) feet, 
side)
1. Set out to move with the 
bicycle as it comes into the ex
change area so that it may be 
caught and mounted without slop
ing.
2. Place both hands on the grips 
of the handle bars, so that the

speed, position and course

if®
r

C Exchanges:
-to occur within the designated 
area so that:
(1) rider maintains contact with 
bicycle until vehicle has enter
ed 20 foot exchange zone (one 
for each team)
(2) incoming rider must make

ft >
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time” was the comment made by final goal is Edmonton. The CIAU 
coach Graham when asked to meet is one of the best indicators 
make a prediction on his teams of a team’s ability to compete for 
probable performance in March, the cream of the crop from the 
The team will gain valuable ex- country’s five major college cou
pe rie nee swimming these dual ferences represented and attempt 
meets in preparation for the to win both an individual college 
MIA A meet in Sackville but the championship and a league trophy.

BYROBERTEAGLE
On Friday evening the Black 

and Gold Splashers will visit The 
Acadia Axemen inWolfville.This 
is their first intercollegiate meet 
of the year and the coach hopes 
that they will prove worthy of 
their names. Swimming is pro
bably the longest seasonal sport 
on campus as the group began 
training one week after the com. 
me nr e ment of school and con
tinues their competitions until 
the first weekend in March.

This year they have eight dual 
meets including two telegraphic 
meets (University of western On
tario and Guelph), a relay car ni- 
val, and two Casa championships 
meets before the MIA A meet at 
the end of February. The team 
is again prodded with an extra 
incentive in the Canadian Inter, 
collegiate Championships in Ed
monton to be held at the end of 
February and the beginning of 
March. Last year Dal finished 
eighth in Canada, but was first 
among the Maritime Colleges that 
were chosen to represent this 
league, with only five swimmers.

“We will take one step at a

)
■

Handsewn loafers (PLAYBOYS that is!) 
have the sharp looko oQfc lord'^ nelson Handsewn PLAYBOYS loafers are to ordinary loafers as Corvettes 
are to pogo sticks.

Hcwctson handsewn PLAYBOYS arc crafted in mellow leather 
in a rich cordovan shade. They are true moccasin construction.
This means the upper, one piece of gentle leather, goes right 
under your foot and cradles it in unmatched comfort.
Cushion heel pads- man they're soft. Steel shanks for 
extra support.

Why not take a pair of handsewn PLAYBOYS home 
today. About SI6.95

/ :■ Wk
■stSpring Garden Road

BARBERSHOP We market products and services in four essential segments of the 
economy : steel and steel products, engineering, power and transportation 
equipment. In our divisions and subsidiaries, you will apply your skills 
and knowledge in a stimulating environment of challenging work, 
responsibility and rewards.
We would like to meet you on the campus in order to discuss 
career plans, our graduate training and development programs, and the 
opportunities with Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.
Please consult your Placement Office for position descriptions, reference 
materials, and interview times.
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4 CHAIRS-SHOE SHINE f .illSSifâ your

I
Modern Styling &
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'Service for 

Over 20 YearsN Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd.0
O

0 PLAYBOYS «Hawker Siddeley will be interviewing graduating students 
at the Bachelor and Master's levels on HEWETSONArcade Lower Level NOV. 25th a division of Shoe Corporation of Canada Limited


